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Estimation of the number of classes in a closed population is a problem that
arises in many different subject areas. A common application occurs in animal
populations where there is interest in determining the number of different species,
also the diversity or species richness, of the population.
In this dissertation a class of models are considered, all with the common
assumption that the number of individual items from each class, contributed to
the sample, is a Poisson random variable. In order to conduct objective Bayesian
inference, Jeffreys and reference priors are derived from the full likelihood. The
Jeffreys and reference priors are functions of the information for the model pa-
rameters. The information is calculated in part using the linear difference score
for integer parameter models (Lindsay & Roeder 1987).
A main accomplishment of this dissertation is deriving the form of the Jeffreys
and reference priors for the number of classes. Both of the priors for the Jeffreys
and reference methods factor into two independent priors, one for the parameter
of interest and one for the nuisance parameters. This gives a justification for
choosing these priors independent a priori, as is generally done for this problem.
In this dissertation we prove that the posterior determined by these priors is
proper for some low dimensional problems. With increased dimensionality, the
form of the prior and posterior becomes increasingly intractable and we propose
methods to deal with these difficulties. Microbial samples from the Framvaren
Fjord (Behnke et al. 2006) and Lepidoptera data (Fisher et al. 1943) are used to
illustrate that these priors can be used to implement a fully Bayesian procedure
for the number of classes. The reference prior is comparable to maximum likeli-
hood results, while the Jeffreys prior deviates from the frequentist estimates in
models with larger numbers of parameters.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
An interesting application of estimating the number of classes occurs in microbi-
ology. The diversity of microorganisms is an understudied yet important topic.
Estimating the diversity of these unexplored communities is needed in the study
of all biodiversity.
[M]icrobial richness predictions. . .serve as a basis for all of the paradigms
of biodiversity, its role, function, and meaning. It is therefore of prin-
cipal interest to know the true extent of microbial diversity, starting
from that in a single environmental sample. The question therefore
is: what is the total number of microbial species in a sample, habitat,
and biosphere? (Hong et al. 2006)
The search for new life and study of unusual habitats on Earth has led mi-
crobiologists to study extreme environments through study of the organisms that
dwell there. Microbial communities dominate these extreme environments which
are often thought to be uninhabitable due to their unusual characteristics. For
instance, an extreme environment may be characterized by its lack of oxygen or
its high temperature. Some extreme environments are similar to prehistoric con-
ditions on Earth, and the study of these environments hold keys to understanding
the evolution of life on Earth.
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The May 2008 article “Abundance and Diversity of Microbial Life in Ocean
Crust” by Santelli et al., appearing in Nature, is a study of one of these extreme
environments. Basalt covered ocean crust is known to harbor bacteria and other
microorganisms. This article discusses the number of different kinds of bacte-
ria found in the basalt habitat as well as a comparison of this habit to other
marine communities. The species richness of the basalt habitat is found to be
quite diverse in comparison to other marine and deep-sea environments. The
authors hypothesize a complex relationship between this habitat to surrounding
environments, as well as the possibility that this community is an energy source
for heterotrophic microorganisms.
Microbial diversity has been studied in other extreme environments such as
anoxic waters (Zuendorf et al. 2006; Jeon et al. 2006), anoxic and supersulfidic
waters (Behnke et al. 2006), deep subsurface areas (Kormas et al. 2003), hy-
persalinic waters (Ley et al. 2006), a deep-sea hydrothermal vent (Kormas et
al. 2006), nutrient limited waters (Venter et al. 2004), a hydrothermal ridge
flank (Huber et al. 2003), and a volcanic hydrothermal vent habitat (Huber et
al. 2006).
The motivating example given above introduces what has been called the
species problem; that is, estimating the number of species (or type) in a popula-
tion. The structure of this problem applies to many other fields outside of biology,
and we name the general problem estimating the number of classes. This chapter
introduces the problem of estimating the number of classes and describes other
applications to the species problem. A model is described for the sampling pro-
cess, and the likelihood function from the model is derived. Bayesian approaches
to this problem are reviewed and an introduction on objective priors is given,
including Jeffreys and reference rules. At the end of this chapter, the data sets
2
used in the analysis sections are introduced.
1.1 Estimating the Number of Classes
This section presents examples from various fields, such as biology, numismatics,
and linguistics, which can all be viewed as applications to estimating the number
of classes.
In biology, the estimation of species richness can be applied to all animals and
organisms. Species richness is used to describe the number of species which reside
in a certain biosphere or belong to a particular population. Knowing the number
of species can help determine the complexity of an ecosystem. Finding a high level
of species richness can help identify undersampled populations. Measurements
over time can be used to determine the number of rare or extinct species. Animal
populations of interest can range from very large animals, such as whales (Zeh
et al. 1986; Raftery & Zeh 1998), to bacteria that can only be observed under a
microscope (Hong et al. 2006). Other interesting animal populations for which
diversity is studied are fish (Smith & Jones 2005), fossils (Cobabe & Allmon
1994), and birds (Borgella & Gavin 2005; Walther & Martin 2001).
A problem in numismatics is to estimate the size of an ancient coin collec-
tion (Stam 1987). Esty (1986) describes that numismatists are interested in the
original number of coins in an issue, and also the number of dies used to produce
an ancient coinage. We can think of a die as a type of coin in the collection.
The number of dies found in a sample from an ancient coin issue is used to de-
termine the total number of dies in that coinage, which can be used to estimate
the total number of coins in the issue. The size of a coin issue reveals important
information regarding the economy of the civilization from which it came.
Estimating the size of an author’s vocabulary is also related to estimating the
3
number of classes. Efron and Thisted (1976) estimate the number of words in
Shakespeare’s vocabulary based on word frequencies from his published material.
Knowing the size of the vocabulary tells us the number of words Shakespeare
knew but did not use. Also, suppose a new work by Shakespeare is discovered.
An estimate of the number of new words expected to be found from this source
can be used to verify authentic works. A linguist may also be interested in
comparing the vocabulary size of several authors (Booth 1967).
Maintaining databases is an area of research related to estimating the number
of classes. For example, when a user is searching for an journal article, it is not
rare to return several hits on a search query even if the library holds only a single
copy of the article. The multiple hits are all for the same published material,
however multiple records are on file. These duplicate records are not identified
due to discrepancies, such as a misspelling or an abbreviation in one of the search
fields. The library database manager wants to know how many duplicate records
are in the database, for the size of the database based on the number of records
is an overestimate of the material contained in the library.
The problem of estimating the number of classes also arises in library systems
management. Managers want to be informed of the usage of materials in the
library and how much material is being circulated (Burrell 1988). Information
about which materials are borrowed, and the frequency in which they are loaned
out can be used to estimate the amount of non-circulating material.
During the debugging process of computer software, a tally of the number of
errors recorded can be used to estimate the number of total faults in the system
(Lloyd, Yip & Chan 1999). Errors may or may not all be equally likely to be
detected. Certain resampling and debugging patterns can be used to estimate
the frequency of errors in the sample. This information is used to estimate the
4
number of faults in the entire program.
Estimating disease incidence is also an important problem. Ding (1996) uses
AIDS incidence and HIV infection data in order to estimate the size of the AIDS
epidemic. Brookmeyer and Gail (1988) estimate the number of unreported dis-
eases, as well as infection rate of AIDS. Hsieh et al. (2006) estimate the number
of HIV-infected individuals from gay saunas in the Taipei area.
Bo¨hning et al. (2004) estimates the number of illicit drug users in Bangkok. It
is often difficult to gather data on any type of illegal activity, and thus difficult to
make inferences on the population needed to manage many public health issues.
The data collected is from hospitals that treat drug dependent patients. The
number of episodes (visits) each patient makes to each facility are recorded and
used to estimate the size of the drug using population.
Two early papers on estimating the number of classes were written by Good
(1953) and Fisher, Corbet and Williams (1943), with the interest of estimat-
ing the frequencies of species in an animal population. Good (1953) estimates
the probability of an unseen species as n1/n where n1 is the number of species
represented by only one individual in the sample and n is the total number of
observed individuals. Fisher et al. model the species abundances with a para-
metric gamma-mixed Poisson, or negative binomial distribution. The negative
binomial model is based on assuming that the numbers of individuals from each
species are independent Poisson samples, and that the means of these Poisson
random variables follow a gamma distribution. Many other approaches, including
Bayesian methods, have been developed for the species problem since these early
works. Bayesian models for this problem are discussed in 1.3.1.
For a review on this problem including other related models and additional
applications see Bunge and Fitzpatrick (1993), Buckland et al. (2000), Pollock
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(2000), Schwarz and Seber (1999), and Seber and Schwarz (2002). A bibliography
of related references exist and are maintained by Dr. John Bunge, Associate Pro-
fessor, Cornell University. See Bunge’s website, <http://www.stat. cornell.edu/~
bunge/bibliography.htm>. Since the data sets used for analysis in this disserta-
tion are biological, throughout the rest of this discussion we will refer to the
classes in the population as species.
1.2 The Statistical Model
In this section, a model for the species problem is introduced which will be used
to construct the likelihood function. The information for the parameters will be
derived from the likelihood. In Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5 objective priors will be
derived based on the model presented in this section.
1.2.1 A Poisson Model
Let C be the unknown number of species in the population, and assume C is finite.
Assume the population is infinite, and a sample is collected. Also, assume each
individual, when sampled, can be uniquely identified with its respective species.
Thus, for each of the C species, a nonnegative, integer number of individuals is
collected in the sample. Let Xi be the abundance of species i, i = 1, . . . , C, or
the number of individuals collected from the ith species.
The abundances are assumed to have a Poisson distribution; i.e. Xi|λi ∼
Poisson(λi), i = 1, . . . , C, where λi > 0 represents the mean of the Poisson
distribution. We assume the Xi’s are independent. This means each species
independently contributes a Poisson random number of individuals to the sample.
The simplest model would consider all of the species to have equal abundances.
This means for all i, λi ≡ λ, and the resulting model would be a collection of
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independent and identically distributed Poisson samples.
Using an F-mixed Poisson distribution forXi allows for considerable flexibility
in the distribution of the Xi’s. We consider heterogeneity in the population by
allowing the λi to differ between species. Specifically, differences in the abundance
of each species is described by a distribution F (λ|η); i.e. Λi|η ∼ F (λ|η), where
η = (η1, . . . , ηm) represents a finite m-dimensional parameter. Therefore, the
marginal distribution of Xi given η is pη(x) =
∫
e−λλx
x!
dF (λ|η), representing the
F-mixed Poisson distribution.
For the F-mixed Poisson distribution, the distribution F (λ|η) only needs to
satisfy the requirement that the support of the distribution takes positive real
values, i.e. λ > 0. Taking F (λ|η) as the exponential distribution, the marginal
distribution of Xi given η is a geometric distribution. This model is explored in
Chapter 3 with the equal abundance Poisson model as abundance distributions
with one parameter. Choosing the mixing distribution to be a gamma distribu-
tion, the resulting distribution of Xi given η is a negative binomial distribution.
This model is explored in Chapter 4 as an abundance distribution with two pa-
rameters. Using an abundance distribution with a larger number of parameters
allows for more flexibility and the ability to model larger data sets. Our aim is
to find simple abundance distributions which are versatile enough to fit a vari-
ety of data sets. In this effort, we begin to explore three parameter abundance
distributions in Chapter 5 with a finite mixture of two geometric distributions.
Finite mixtures of geometric distributions can be constructed as F-mixed Pois-
son distributions where the mixing distribution is a finite mixture of exponential
distributions. In general, finite mixtures appear to be a very good modelling
approach to this problem.
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1.2.2 The Likelihood
In this section, the likelihood for the observed data is presented. The random
abundances, (x1, x2, . . . , xC), arising from the model above are only partially
observed. We will call (x1, x2, . . . , xC) the full data. We observe the number of
individuals contributed to the sample by each species, but only if the contribution
is greater than zero. If a species does not appear at least once in the sample, it
is not known to exist. Thus, the species that contribute zero individuals to the
sample are unobserved. Since we do not observe if xi = 0, the observed data is
nj =
∑C
i=1 I(xi = j) for j ≥ 1, where I(xi = j) is 1 if xi = j and 0 otherwise.
Thus, nj represents the number of species that contribute j individuals to the
sample. Species that contribute a small number of individuals are considered
rare species. Species that contribute a large number of individuals are considered
abundant species. The observed number of species is w =
∑
j≥1 nj, and the
observed number of individuals is n =
∑
j≥1 jnj. Both w and n are random
in this model and we will retain this assumption throughout. Marginally, the
number of observed species, w, is a binomial random variable with size C and
probability of success 1− Pr(Xi = 0). The number of individuals in the sample,
n, is equal to
∑C
i=1Xi and its distribution depends on the distribution of the
abundances. Assuming n is fixed results in a similar model to the Poisson-based
model, based on the multinomial distribution. See Sandland and Cormack (1984)
for a comparison of the Poisson and multinomial models. We will continue using
the Poisson model throughout this dissertation. For other models related to the
Poisson model presented in section 1.2.1 see Bunge and Fitzpatrick (1993).
Since we assume each Poisson sample is contributed independently, we take
the likelihood to be a product of C Poisson random variables with means λi. By
the law of total probability, we then sum over the different sets of the full data,
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(x1, x2, . . . , xC), that correspond to the observed data, (n1, n2, . . .). We must
explicitly indicate this sum in the likelihood since the full data is unobserved.
The likelihood is
L(data|C, λ1, . . . , λC) =
∑
x∈A
C∏
i=1
e−λiλxii
xi!
whereA is the set of (x1, x2, . . . , xC) which correspond to the observed frequencies
(n1, n2, . . .).
The F-mixed Poisson model assumes heterogeneity among the mean abun-
dances λi by means of a distribution depenedent on a vector parameter η. Using
integration to obtain the marginal distribution of the abundance counts, the in-
tegrated likelihood (Berger, Liseo & Wolpert 1999) is
L(data|C, η) =
∑
x∈A
C∏
i=1
pη(xi).
Since pη(xi) is the same for all full data vectors, we can expand the summation
to obtain
L(data|C, η) = C!
(C − w)!n1!n2! . . .
C∏
i=1
pη(xi).
Sanathanan (1972) demonstrated that the likelihood can be written as
L(data|C, η) =
(
C
w
)
(1− pη(0))w(pη(0))C−w
× w!∏
j≥1 nj!
∏
j≥1
(
pη(j)
1− pη(0)
)nj
(1.1)
= A(w|C, η)B(n1, n2, . . . |η)
This factorization is useful since the likelihood is expressed as a function of the
observed data and the likelihood is factored into two parts. The first part is a
binomial likelihood for w, and the second part is a multinomial-like likelihood
for the observed frequencies. The advantage to this factorization is that the
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likelihood is expressed in terms of the observed data. The observed frequencies
are involved in the second part of the likelihood, and w =
∑
j≥1 nj is involved
in the first part of the likelihood. Also, C only appears in the first part of the
likelihood. The parameters in the likelihood are C and η = (η1, η2, . . . , ηm) and we
consider η a nuisance parameter since our interest is in estimating C. Estimating
C and η is considered a nonstandard problem due to the fact that the support of
the data depends on C and that C is an integer valued parameter.
1.2.3 Information
The main results in this dissertation are in deriving objective priors, specifi-
cally Jeffreys and reference priors. These priors are derived from the information
matrix for the parameters. The usual Fisher information is typically defined
for likelihoods which are differentiable with respect to the parameters. For the
species likelihood, C is a discrete parameter taking values C = 1, 2, . . .. This
likelihood is not differentiable in C. However, Lindsay and Roeder (1987) define
information for discrete parameters using the linear difference score defined as
U(N) :=
L(N)− L(N − 1)
L(N)
, where L(N) is the likelihood for an integer param-
eter N . If U(N) satisfies the form U(N) = (Y − µN)/cN , where µN and cN are
functions of N and Y is random data, then the likelihood is said to have the
linear difference score property.
When the linear difference score property holds, “[t]he difference score mimics
in the integer parameter setting the role of the usual score function in a continuous
parameter model.” (Lindsay & Roeder 1987) The linear difference score has many
properties in common with the usual score function such as E[U(N)] = 0 and
that U(N) can be used to find the maximum likelihood estimate of N . When
U(N) has a continuous extension, the maximum likelihood estimate can be found
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by solving U(Nˆ) = 0.
The linear difference score for the species likelihood can be shown to satisfy
the linear difference score property. Notice that U(C) is the same linear differ-
ence score for the binomial model since the second, multinomial-like part of the
likelihood appears in the numerator and denominator of the ratio. Thus,
U(C) =
L(C, η)− L(C − 1, η)
L(C, η)
=
A(C, η)B(η)− A(C − 1, η)B(η)
A(C, η)B(η)
=
(
C
w
)
(1− pη(0))w(pη(0))C−w −
(
C−1
w
)
(1− pη(0))w(pη(0))C−1−w(
C
w
)
(1− pη(0))w(pη(0))C−w
=
w − C(1− pη(0))
Cpη(0)
. (1.2)
The binomial likelihood attains the difference score property showing that the
species likelihood attains this property as well.
The information about N is defined to be 1/varN [U(N)]. Using the methods
in Lindsay and Roeder to determine the information matrix for multiparame-
ter models with integer valued and continuous parameters, the results are the
same as the asymptotic results in Sanathanan (1972). Assuming some regu-
larity conditions (see Sanathanan 1972), using our notation, the distribution of
(C−1/2(Cˆ − C), C1/2(ηˆ − η)) is asymptotically normal N(0,Σ). For η having
dimension m, Σ−1 is the (m+ 1) × (m+ 1) matrix
Σ−1 =

1− pη(0)
pη(0)
(
− ∂
∂η
log pη(0)
)T
− ∂
∂η
log pη(0) %(η)
 (1.3)
where ∂
∂η
log pη(0) is the column vector of partial derivatives,
(
∂
∂η1
log pη(0),
∂
∂η2
log pη(0), . . . ,
∂
∂ηm
log pη(0)),
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and %(η) = EX
[(
∂
∂η
log pη(X)
)2]
is (m × m) where expectation is taken with
respect to pη. The lower right partition of this matrix is the information for C
random variables independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with distribu-
tion pη.
We now calculate the information for the species problem using the more
general method of Lindsay and Roeder. By (1.2) the score function for C is
U(C, η) =
w − C(1− pη(0))
Cpη(0)
.
The score function in η is
V (C, η) =
∂
∂η
logL(C, η)
=
∂
∂η
[
log(C!)− log((C − w)!)− log(
∏
j≥1
nj!) + (C − w) log pη(0)
+
∑
j≥1
log pη(j)
]
= (C − w)p−1η (0)pη ′(0) +
∑
j≥1
njp
−1
η (j)pη
′(j)
The variance of the score function in C is
V ar (U(C, η)) =
C(1− pη(0))− (C − 1)(1− pη(0))
Cpη(0)
=
1− pη(0)
Cpη(0)
= F (C, η)11 (1.4)
For the off-diagonal elements,
E[U(C, η)V (C, η)] = −E[ ∂
∂η
U(C, η)]
= −E
[
∂
∂η
w − C(1− pη(0))
Cpη(0)
]
= −E
[
−
(w
C
− 1
)
pη(0)
−2pη(0)′
]
= −pη(0)−1pη(0)′ = F (C, η)12 = F (C, η)21
12
where we use E[w] = C(1− pη(0)) and pη(0)′ = ∂∂ηpη(0). Finally, to complete the
information matrix, we have
−E
[
∂
∂η
V (C, η)
]
= −E
[
∂
∂η
∑
j≥0
njp
−1
η (j)pη
′(j)
]
= −C
[∑
j≥1
pη(j)
(
p−1η (j)pη
′′(j)− (pη ′(j))2p−2η (j)
)]
= −CEX
[
p−1η (X)pη
′′(X)− (pη ′(X))2p−2η (X)
]
= C%(η) = F (C, η)22
where the expectation, EX is taken with respect to the F-mixed Poisson distri-
bution, pη.
The off-diagonal elements can be derived by taking the difference in C and
the derivative of η (in any order). The off-diagonal elements can alternatively be
written as
−E
[
∂
∂θ
∇C logL(C, θ)
]
= −E
[
∇C ∂
∂θ
logL(C, θ)
]
(1.5)
where ∇C denotes the backward difference operation with respect to C. The left
side of (1.5) is
−E
[
∂
∂θ
∇C logL(C, θ)
]
= −E
[
∂
∂θ
(logL(C, θ)− logL(C − 1, θ))
]
= −E
[
∂
∂θ
(
log
C!
(C − w)! + (C − w) log pθ(0)
− log (C − 1)!
(C − 1− w)! − (C − 1− w) log pθ(0)
)]
= −E
[
∂
∂θ
log pθ(0)
]
= − ∂
∂θ
log pθ(0).
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The right side of (1.5) is
−E
[
∇C ∂
∂θ
logL(C, θ)
]
= −E
[
∇C
(
(C − w) ∂
∂θ
log pθ(0)
+
∑
j≥1
nj
∂
∂θ
log pθ(j)
)]
= −E
[
(C − w) ∂
∂θ
log pθ(0)
−(C − 1− w) ∂
∂θ
log pθ(0)
]
= −E
[
∂
∂θ
log pθ(0)
]
= − ∂
∂θ
log pθ(0).
This holds for a vector, θ = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θm). In that case consider
∂
∂θ
logL(C, θ) =

∂
∂θ1
logL(C, θ)
∂
∂θ2
logL(C, θ)
...
∂
∂θm
logL(C, θ)

Then, −E [∇C ∂∂θ logL(C, θ)] is (m× 1).
Therefore, the information for C and η is
F (C, η) =

1
C
1− pη(0)
pη(0)
(
− ∂
∂η
log pη(0)
)T
− ∂
∂η
log pη(0) C%(η)
 (1.6)
Notice that the diagonal elements of this partitioned matrix contain elements
which factor into a function of C times a function of η, the nuisance parameter. A
factorization in the elements of the information matrix will become important in
later chapters in deriving the prior for C and η. Also, note that the information
is written as a function of the abundance distribution pη. This also simplifies
calculations since our derivations will involve pη instead of the entire likelihood
function.
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1.3 An Objective Bayesian Approach
This section will describe and motivate the Bayesian approach taken in this dis-
sertation. We will begin by reviewing Bayesian methods for the species problem,
and then discuss why using objective priors is useful, appropriate, and advanta-
geous.
Among all objective priors, we wish to find a prior that is automatically
selected for our problem. The rules used to derive the priors in this dissertation
are model-based; that is, they utilize information from the model.
1.3.1 Bayesian Estimation for the Species Problem
Bayesian estimation for the species problem involves placing a prior on the num-
ber of species and the parameters of the abundance distribution. We will denote
the prior for the number of species and the prior for the nuisance parameter as
pi(C) and pi(η), respectively. The joint prior will be denoted pi(C, η).
Hill (1979) uses a negative binomial prior for C and estimates the posterior
probability for sampling a previously unobserved species. Lewins and Joanes
(1984) also use a negative binomial distribution for the marginal prior of C. For
the two parameters in the negative binomial distribution, the authors suggest
expert advise in specifying these values. A symmetric Dirichlet prior is used
for the relative abundances. For the Dirichlet parameters, the authors suggest
specifying the parameter carefully, or placing a hyperprior on this parameter.
Caution is advised to be taken since different values for the Dirichlet parameter
change the posterior substantially. A way to estimate the Dirichlet parameter
from the repeat rate in the data is also shown. However, this empirical method
to estimate the parameter in the prior distribution is dependent on the observed
number of species.
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Blumenthal (1992) discusses how Bayesian estimates have been investigated
as a solution to the instability of estimators for C. In Blumenthal and Marcus
(1975), applications to truncated data are focused on the continuous, exponential
distribution as opposed to the discrete, Poisson model described in section 1.2.1;
and use of a proper uniform distribution for C is evaluated in terms of expected
bias. Blumenthal also compares properties of the unconditional MLE, the condi-
tional MLE, and variations on the MLE based on asymptotic differences, such as
bias, MSE, and second and higher order terms (Blumenthal 1977; Blumenthal,
Dahiya, & Gross 1978).
Boender and Rinooy Kan (1987) use a model based on the generalized multi-
nomial distribution in order to estimate the number of species and the coverage
of the sample. An arbitrary prior is used for C to give results. A symmetric
Dirichlet distribution is used for the multinomial cell probabilities and a prior for
the parameter of the Dirichlet is also used.
Solow (1994) reviews a group of models that follow a Bayesian approach. The
symmetric Dirichlet and the sequential broken stick model are used to model
the prior probability for the relative abundances. In the symmetric Dirichlet
prior, the parameter known as the ‘flattening constant’ can be estimated from
the data in an empirical Bayes approach, or the parameter can be specified with
a prior distribution. Solow argues that the sequential broken stick model has
‘considerable empirical support’. The sequential broken stick model’s distribution
has no closed form and no parameters. The use of sequential broken stick model
and symmetric Dirichlet are compared using two data sources. The prior used
for C is a negative binomial distribution with fixed parameter values.
Rodrigues, Milan and Leite (2001) compare a fully Bayes method with an em-
pirical Bayes method for estimating the number of species. The prior pi(C) ∝ 1/C
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is specified for the total number of species. The data is assumed to be Poisson.
A gamma prior is placed on the Poisson means. The hyperparameters are given
objective improper priors. Full conditionals are derived for the number of unseen
species and the two parameters of the abundance distribution. Empirical Bayes
estimates based on conditional and profile likelihoods are shown. “[The] empiri-
cal Bayes approach approximates to the fully Bayesian approach for large values
of C.” The authors also summarize advantages of an empirical Bayes approach
including its appeal to non-Bayesians. In a numerical example a poor agreement
between marginal posteriors for C based on empirical and fully Bayesian methods
is shown. This difference is attributed to small sample sizes.
Wang, He and Sun (2007) compare four objective priors with a capture model
with capture probabilities varying among sampling occasions. The improper pri-
ors pi(C) ∝ 1 and pi(C) ∝ 1/C are compared with maximum likelihood estimates
and are found to perform better for small sample sizes. They also discuss the re-
quirements for the posterior distribution to be proper when using these improper
priors on C, which reduce to conditions on the sample size.
Rissanen’s prior (1983) is a proper objective prior based on coding theory
and is used by Tardella (2002) and Madigan and York (1997). Using an optimal,
prefix code for the integers, we can define the probability of each integer by its
codeword length. The Kraft inequality is used to prove this prior is proper. The
prior takes the form pi(C) = 2−Q(C), where Q(C) = logC + log logC + . . . and
only the positive terms of Q(C) are summed. Unfortunately, the technique used
to derive this prior is not extendable to multiparameter models.
Among the previous sources (and some others) there have been several sug-
gestions and implementations of priors on C. Priors that have been proposed
for C are the negative binomial (Hill 1979; Rodrigues 2001; Raftery 1987; Wang
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et al. 2007; Lewins & Joanes 1984), Poisson (Madigan 1997; Raftery 1988),
improper uniform (Tardella 2002; Boender & Rinnooy Kan 1987; Wang et al.
2007), and Jeffreys’ proposed prior, pi(C) ∝ 1/C, known as Jeffreys prior (Jef-
freys 1939/1961). Jeffreys’s proposed prior also results from hierarchical structure
where pi(C|λ) is Poisson (λ) and pi(λ) ∝ λ−1 (Raftery 1988). Jeffreys’ proposed
prior has been widely used (Wang et al. 2007; George & Robert 1992; Smith
1991; Tardella 2002; Madigan & York 1997). Priors of the form pi(C) ∝ 1/Cr,
where r is a nonnegative constant have been described in Wang et al. (2007).
This class of priors for C includes the improper uniform prior, when r = 0 and
Jeffreys’ proposed prior when r = 1.
The Bayesian approach for this problem has several advantages. As opposed
to maximum likelihood estimates, the Bayesian method naturally produces a
posterior distribution which is discrete, lending itself easily to integer valued
point and interval estimates. Also, posterior interval estimates are restricted to
be within the parameter space.
All of the priors above assume C and η are independent. A fundamental
difference in the priors proposed in this dissertation and all of the above methods,
is that the priors are derived jointly instead of being assumed a priori independent.
The Jeffreys and reference rules allow for this derivation. Nonetheless, due to the
form of the likelihood, the joint prior factors into a product of two independent
priors for C and η.
1.3.2 Objective Priors
Within a Bayesian framework, we choose to use objective, or noninformative pri-
ors. For an overview on noninformative priors see Kass and Wasserman (1996).
In many cases prior information is unavailable or controversial. Objective priors
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can also be used in a sensitivity analysis for comparison with other subjective
priors. In this dissertation we present a prior for the model parameters which
is jointly derived based on a single notion of objectiveness. Methods of deriving
objective priors by Bernardo (1979) and Jeffreys (1946) are used to jointly derive
a multivariate prior. This procedure does not assume the priors are a priori in-
dependent. One disadvantage of objective priors is that they are often improper,
and so we are required to show that the posterior integrates to unity in order to
allow valid inference.
Jeffreys Prior
The Jeffreys prior (Jeffreys 1946) is considered an objective prior and is based on
invariance under one-to-one reparameterization. The principle is that any prior
for a parameter φ should yield an equivalent result if a model with a transformed
parameter is used. The Jeffreys prior is defined to be proportional to the square
root of the Fisher information. This means for a scalar parameter φ and model
p(x|φ), the Jeffreys prior is
pi(φ) ∝ h(φ)1/2 (1.7)
where
h(φ) =
∫
X
p(x|φ)
(
∂
∂φ
log p(x|φ)
)2
dx. (1.8)
For multidimensional models, the determinant of the Fisher information matrix
can be used, which preserves the invariance property. The Jeffreys prior is of-
ten improper, so integrability of the posterior must be shown when using this
prior. The one-dimensional Jeffreys prior can be derived from several different
approaches (Bernardo & Smith 2000) and has been widely used.
The use of Jeffreys prior in multivariate models is controversial. Use of in-
dependent priors, where Jeffreys’ rule is applied to each parameter separately,
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has been recommended. Other objective priors are preferred and often yield
preferable results.
Reference Prior
Bernardo’s reference prior (Bernardo 1979; Bernardo & Ramo´n 1998) is an ob-
jective prior which is based on maximizing the expected entropy provided by
the prior. This can also be interpreted as maximizing the missing information
from the experiment. Information is defined in the same way as Shannon en-
tropy (Lindley 1956). For a prior distribution p(φ), the amount of information is
defined to be
g0 =
∫
p(φ) log p(φ)dφ.
For a posterior distribution p(φ|x), the amount of information after x has been
observed is
g1 =
∫
p(φ|x) log p(φ|x)dφ
The amount of information provided by the experiment ε, with prior knowledge
p(φ) is
g(ε, p(φ),x) = g1 − g0
The average amount of information provided by the experiment ε, with prior
knowledge p(φ), is
I{ε, p(φ)} = EX [g1 − g0]
=
∫
X
p(x)
∫
Φ
p(φ|x) log
(
p(φ|x)
p(φ)
)
dφdx (1.9)
The reference prior is derived by minimizing (1.9) with respect to p(φ). The
derivation of the reference prior takes into account the order of interest of the
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parameters, namely for our problem, that C is the parameter of interest and η is
a nuisance parameter. In the case of multiple nuisance parameters an ordering
must be assigned; however, in specific cases it has been shown that this ordering
is not important regardless that there is no guarantee to obtain a unique reference
prior from different orderings (Irony 1997).
For a model p(x|φ, λ) with interest parameter φ and nuisance parameter λ, the
joint prior pi(φ, λ) is derived in steps. First, a conditional prior pi(λ|φ) is derived
from the model. Then, the marginal model p(x|φ) is obtained after integrating
out the nuisance parameter, and this model is used to find the prior pi(φ).
The reference prior satisfies many desirable properties for objective priors
(Bernardo & Ramo´n 1998). Like the Jeffreys prior, the reference prior is invariant
to reparameterization. It turns out for one dimensional problems, when there is
only one unknown parameter, the reference prior is equivalent to the Jeffreys
prior.
1.4 Data Sets
Two data sets will be used as examples to implement the Bayesian procedure
described in this dissertation. The results will be used to evaluate the method as
well as compare to other analyses.
1.4.1 Framvaren Fjord
The first data set is a microbial sample from the Framvaren Fjord in Norway.
The Framvaren Fjord is described as an anoxic (oxygen-depleted) environment.
This extreme environment is of interest to researchers in understanding diversity
of microorganisms. Diversity of these organisms is largely unknown See Behnke
et al. (2006) for details. Water samples were taken 18 meters below the water’s
21
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Figure 1.1: Plot of frequency counts for the Framvaren Fjord data. Frequencies
1 through 20 are shown.
surface. The organisms from the sample were classified into species based on
their 18S rRNA similarity.
The observed frequencies are shown in Table 1.1 and a plot of the frequency
counts (for observed frequencies less than or equal to twenty) is in Figure 1.1.
For the full data, the observed number of species is w = 39 and the observed
number of individual organisms is n = 303.
1.4.2 Lepidoptera
The second data set we use is from a capture experiment on Lepidoptera (Fisher
et al. 1943). A sample of Lepidoptera was collected in Harpenden, England. The
insects were collected in traps over four years (1933-1936). The number of insects
of each species were counted. There are w = 240 observed species and n = 15, 609
observed individual insects. Table 1.2 shows the abundance counts for some of
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Table 1.1: Frequency counts for Framvaren Fjord
Frequency Count
1 15
2 6
3 7
4 2
5 1
6 1
7 1
8 1
9 1
12 1
15 1
20 1
165 1
the species from this experiment (Williams 1939). Table 1.3 and Figure 1.2 show
the frequency counts.
1.5 Layout of the Dissertation
Chapter 2 discusses the case when the nuisance parameter η is known. The
likelihood reduces to a binomial likelihood. Although this situation does not
Table 1.2: Abundance counts for species of Lepidoptera
Species Abundance
Selenia lunaria 15
Phegalia pedaria 2
Lygris associata 4
Agrochola circellaris 2
Agrotis exclamationis 2349
Agrotis strigula 1
...
...
Melanchra pisi 4
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Table 1.3: Frequency counts for species of Lepidoptera
Frequency Number of Species
1 35
2 11
3 15
4 14
5 10
6 11
7 5
8 6
...
...
2349 1
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Figure 1.2: Plot of frequency counts for Lepidoptera data. Frequencies 1 through
50 are shown.
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have practical use for our problem, the scenario represents the model having zero
nuisance parameters. Chapter 3 begins with the simplest practical models, the
equal abundance Poisson and geometric models. These distributions represent
models with one nuisance parameter. We derive the joint Jeffreys and reference
priors for these models and implement them using two data sets. Chapter 4 moves
to models with two nuisance parameters, which includes the negative binomial
distribution. The joint Jeffreys and reference priors are derived. Implementation
on the example data sets is shown using an alternative to the joint Jeffreys and
reference priors which guarantee proper posteriors. Chapter 5 discusses models
with three or more nuisance parameters. Forms for the Jeffreys and reference
priors are shown for a general finite dimensional η. Implementation is shown for
a model defined by a finite mixture of two geometric distributions. Chapter 6
provides a comparison of the Jeffreys and reference priors for this problem as well
as discussion on other frequentist and nonparametric methods. A procedure for
a fully Bayesian approach to estimating the number of classes in a population is
discussed.
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Chapter 2
Estimation Conditional on the
Nuisance Parameters
This chapter considers the likelihood for the species problem with the simplifying
assumption that the nuisance parameter η is known. This special case is useful
in illustrating our techniques with a simplified model and relates to the more
complicated models in later chapters.
2.1 Jeffreys and Reference Priors
The second part of the likelihood, B(n1, n2, . . . |η), in (1.1) does not depend on C.
Therefore, assuming η is known reduces the likelihood to a binomial distribution.
We will use an alternate notation in this chapter to distinguish this special case
from the models in later chapters. Denote the likelihood as
L(x|N) =
(
N
x
)
px(1− p)N−x
where x is data and p is known, Lindsay and Roeder (1987) show the information
for N is F (N) = p/{N(1− p)}. Replacing the Fisher information with the infor-
mation in N yields the Jeffreys prior as pi(N) ∝ (1/N)1/2. This is an improper
prior; i.e.,
∑∞
N=1(1/N)
1/2 = ∞. Since the Jeffreys and reference prior are the
same for problems with one unknown parameter (Bernardo 2000) the Jeffreys
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prior and reference prior are both pi(N) ∝ (1/N)1/2.
In order to use this prior we need to show it yields a proper posterior. We
can prove finite integrability since
pi(N |x) ∝ pi(N)L(x|N)
=
1√
N
(
N
x
)
px(1− p)N−x
∝
√
N
(
N − 1
x− 1
)
px(1− p)N−x.
The posterior is proper since pi(N |x) ∝ E[N1/2] where expectation is taken with
respect to a negative binomial distribution. Since the negative binomial distri-
bution has all finite moments, the posterior is proper.
Since Jeffreys prior is based on the invariance principle, let us consider a one-
to-one transformation of N . Let γ = h(N) be a one-to-one reparameterization of
N in the binomial model. Then
L(x|γ) =
(
h−1(γ)
x
)
px(1− p)h−1(γ).
Consider the linear difference score for γ. We have
U(γ) =
L(γ)− L(γ − 1)
L(γ)
.
After a reparameterization of the model, there is no guarantee that the likelihood
has the linear difference score property. For example, consider a transformation
that depends on x. Specifically, suppose h(N) = N − x. Then,
U(γ) =
x− (γ + x)p
(γ + x)(1− p)
and the likelihood no longer has the linear difference score property. This example
shows that it is not trivial to consider transformations of the model.
Showing invariance of the Jeffreys prior in general for discrete parameter mod-
els using the linear difference score is a problem that poses several mathematical
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difficulties. Transformations of the score function may not satisfy the linear dif-
ference score property. It is also possible to consider N as a continuous parameter
in the model, however, complications arise in showing regularity conditions hold
for the Fisher information. Also, it is not clear that transformations for our
model are practical. For the species problem we will only consider the standard
parameterization of the binomial distribution.
2.2 A Class of Priors for the Binomial Likeli-
hood
The prior for N derived in section 2.1 is within a class of priors taking the form
pi(N) ∝ 1/Na with α ∈ [0, 1], which all yield proper posteriors. Let
pi(N) =
1
Nα
I(N ∈ {1, 2, . . .})
where I(N ∈ S) is 1 if N is in the set S and 0 otherwise. The posterior is
pi(N |x) ∝ pi(N)L(x|N)
∝ 1
Nα
(
N
x
)
px(1− p)(N−x)I(N ∈ {x, x+ 1, . . .})
=
N (1−α)
x
(
N − 1
x− 1
)
px(1− p)(N−x)I(N ∈ {x, x+ 1, . . .})
∝ N (1−α)
(
N − 1
x− 1
)
px(1− p)(N−x)I(N ∈ {x, x+ 1, . . .}) (2.1)
We can show that the posterior is proper since
∞∑
N=x
pi(N |x) = K
∞∑
N=x
N (1−α)
(
N − 1
x− 1
)
px(1− p)(N−x)
∝ E[N (1−α)] (2.2)
where expectation in (2.2) is taken with respect to a negative binomial distribu-
tion with parameters x and p. For α = 0, E[N (1−α)] = x/p, the first moment of
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the negative binomial distribution. For any α ∈ (0, 1], each term in the summa-
tion is positive and less than its corresponding term in E[N ]. By the comparison
test, the series converges. Thus, the posterior is proper for all α ∈ [0, 1].
The mean of the posterior is
E[N |x] =
∞∑
N=x
Npi(N |x)
∝
∞∑
N=x
NN (1−α)
(
N − 1
x− 1
)
px(1− p)(N−x)
= E[N (2−α)],
where expectation is taken with respect to a negative binomial distribution. Sub-
stituting α = 0 in E[N (2−α)] corresponds to the second moment of a negative
binomial distribution, which is finite. For any α ∈ (0, 1], each term in E[N (2−α)]
is less than the corresponding term in E[N2]. Again, by the comparison test, the
series converges. Thus, the posterior has a finite mean.
The posterior has a finite variance. The second moment of the posterior is
E[N2|x] =
∞∑
N=x
N2pi(N |x)
∝ E[N (3−α)]
which, by a similar argument as above, is finite. In fact, for k ≥ 1, the k-
th moment is finite, since we can write the k-th moment as proportional to
E[N (k+1)−α], which is the (k+1)−αmoment of the negative binomial distribution.
Also note that the posterior for N and its moments are finite for α > 1.
Special case: α = 1/2
The noninformative prior for α = 1/2 is
pi(N) =
1
N1/2
I(N ∈ {1, 2, . . .})
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The posterior mode can be found using
f(N + 1|x)
f(N |x) =
(N + 1)1/2
(
N
x−1
)
px(1− p)(N+1−x)
N1/2
(
N−1
x−1
)
px(1− p)(N−x)
=
(
N + 1
N
)1/2
N
N − x+ 1(1− p).
Setting f(N+1|x)
f(N |x) equal to 1 gives
[N(N + 1)]1/2 (1− p) = N − x+ 1
Solving the above equation for N and rounding up to the nearest integer will give
us the mode. This gives a unique solution when p ∈ (0, 1) and x > 0.
Special case: α = 0
The prior for α = 0 is
pi(N) = I(N ∈ {1, 2, . . .})
This is a constant function on the positive integers. The posterior is
pi(N |x) =
(
N
x
)
p(x+1)(1− p)(N−x)I(N ∈ {x, x+ 1, . . .})
with mean,
E[N |x] =
∞∑
N=x
N
(
N
x
)
p(x+1)(1− p)(N−x)
=
x+ 1− p
p
=
x
p
+
1− p
p
and variance
V ar(N |x) = E[N2|x]− (E[N |x])2
=
p2 − 3xp− 3p+ x2 + 2 + 3x
p2
−
(
x+ 1− p
p
)2
=
x− px− p+ 1
p2
=
x
p
1− p
p
+
1− p
p2
.
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Also the mode is the smallest integer N such that pi(N + 1|x) > pi(N |x), or the
smallest integer N not less than the solution to pi(N + 1|x)/pi(N |x) = 1, and
pi(N + 1|x)
pi(N |x) =
(
N+1
x
)
p(x+1)(1− p)(N+1−x)(
N
x
)
p(x+1)(1− p)(N−x)
=
N + 1
N − x+ 1(1− p).
Then, setting
pi(N + 1|x)
pi(N |x) = 1
implies
N =
x− p
p
=
x
p
− 1.
Thus, the posterior mode is dx
p
− 1e or bx
p
c.
Special case: α = 1
The prior for α = 1 is
pi(N) =
1
N
I(N ∈ {1, 2, . . .}).
The posterior is
pi(N |x) ∝ 1
N
(
N
x
)
px(1− p)(N−x)I(N ∈ {x, x+ 1, . . .})
∝
(
N − 1
x− 1
)
px(1− p)(N−x)I(N ∈ {x, x+ 1, . . .})
which is a negative binomial distribution with parameters x and p. The posterior
mean is x/p, the posterior variance is x(1−p)
p2
, and the posterior mode is dx−1
p
e or
bx−1−p
p
c. The posterior mean for this case is the same as the unbiased estimate
for N obtained in a frequentist setting. This prior is often referred to as the
Jeffreys prior since its appearance in Jeffreys (1939/1961). In this paper we will
refer to the prior pi(N) ∝ 1/N as the proposed Jeffreys prior.
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Chapter 3
One Nuisance Parameter
This chapter discusses models having η as a one-dimensional nuisance parameter.
The equal abundance Poisson model and the geometric model both have one-
dimensional nuisance parameters. These two specific models will be discussed
in this chapter. First, let us recall the model we are using where pη is a one-
dimensional abundance distribution.
The likelihood rewritten from (1.1) is
L(data|C, η) =
(
C
w
)
(1− pη(0))w(pη(0))C−w
× w!∏
j≥1 nj!
∏
j≥1
(
pη(j)
1− pη(0)
)nj
=
C!
(C − w)!(pη(0))
C−w 1∏
j≥1 nj!
∏
j≥1
(pη(j))
nj (3.1)
where (3.1) shows an equivalent form which is often simpler to use in calculations.
The information matrix from (1.6) for the parameters (C, η) is equal to
F (C, η) =

1
C
1− pη(0)
pη(0)
− ∂
∂η
log pη(0)
− ∂
∂η
log pη(0) C%(η)
 (3.2)
where %(η) = EX
[(
∂
∂η
log pη(X)
)2]
.
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3.1 Jeffreys Prior
In this section the prior for (C, η) will be derived using the multivariate Jef-
freys’ rule described in section 1.3.2 replacing the Fisher information with the
information in (3.2).
The determinant of the information matrix in (3.2) is
det
(
F (C, η)
)
=
(
1
C
1− pη(0)
pη(0)
)(
C%(η)
)
−
(
− ∂
∂η
log pη(0)
)2
=
1− pη(0)
pη(0)
%(η)−
(
∂
∂η
log pη(0)
)2
Thus, the Jeffreys prior is
pi(C, η) ∝
[
1− pη(0)
pη(0)
%(η)−
(
∂
∂η
log pη(0)
)2]1/2
(3.3)
The Jeffreys prior for C and η factors into two independent priors. The marginal
prior for C, pi(C) is proportional to a constant for C = 1, 2, . . ..
Since pi(C, η) is an improper prior (although pi(η) may be integrable over
values of η), we want to show the posterior is proper. This is difficult to prove
in full generality. However, later in this chapter the posterior resulting from the
Jeffreys prior is shown to be proper in two specific cases.
The posterior for the model using the prior pi(C, η) is
pi(C, η|data) ∝ pi(C, η)L(data|C, η)
= pi(η)
C!
(C − w)!(pη(0))
C−w 1∏
j≥1 nj!
∏
j≥1
(pη(j))
nj
where C = w,w + 1, w + 2, . . . and η ∈ R. We need to show∫
dpi(C, η|data) <∞.
We begin with the iterated integral
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∫
R
∑
C≥w
pi(C, η|data)dη
=
∫
R
∑
C≥w
pi(η)
C!
(C − w)!(pη(0))
C−w 1∏
j≥1 nj!
∏
j≥1
(pη(j))
nj
=
∫
R
pi(η)
1∏
j≥1 nj!
∏
j≥1
(pη(j))
nj
∑
C≥w
C!
(C − w)!(pη(0))
C−w
and the part of the posterior which is dependent on C is a negative binomial
distribution. Thus, we can sum over C obtaining∑
C≥w
C!
(C − w)!(pη(0))
C−w =
w!
(1− pη(0))w+1
and the marginal posterior for η is
pi(η|data) ∝ pi(η) 1∏
j≥1 nj!
∏
j≥1
(pη(j))
nj 1
(1− pη(0))w+1 .
When considering a model after specifying pη, integrability of the posterior can
be shown if
∫
pi(η|data)dη <∞.
Using the derivations above, we will look closely at the Poisson and geometric
models. The form of the Jeffreys priors will be examined and the priors will be
shown to yield proper posterior distributions.
3.1.1 Poisson Model
Suppose pη(x) is a Poisson distribution with mean λ > 0; thus
pλ(x) =
e−λλx
x!
where x = 0, 1, 2, . . .. This model assumes that all species are equally abundant
in the population. The likelihood from (3.1) written for the Poisson model is
L(data|C, λ) = C!
(C − w)!
(
e−λ
)C−w 1∏
j≥1 nj!
∏
j≥1
(
e−λλj
j!
)nj
=
C!
(C − w)!
(
e−λ
)C 1∏
j≥1 nj!
∏
j≥1
(
1
j!nj
)
λn.
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Using (3.2), the (2, 2) element of the information matrix is
F (C, λ)22 = −C
{
EX
[
∂2
∂λ2
log pλ(X)
]}
where we use the simplifying assumption
EX
[( ∂
∂η
log pη(X)
)2]
= −
{
EX
[
∂2
∂η2
log pη(X)
]}
.
Therefore,
F (C, λ)22 = −C
{
EX
[
∂2
∂λ2
− λ+X log λ− logX!
]}
= −C
{
EX
[
−X
λ2
]}
=
C
λ
where the last equality is true since E[X] = λ. The off-diagonal elements of the
information matrix are
F (C, λ)21 = F (C, λ)12 = − ∂
∂λ
log pλ(0)
= − ∂
∂λ
(−λ)
= 1.
The (1, 1) element of the information is
F (C, λ)11 =
1
C
1− pλ(0)
pλ(0)
=
1
C
1− e−λ
e−λ
=
eλ − 1
C
.
Thus, the information for C and λ is
F (C, λ) =
 e
λ − 1
C
1
1
C
λ
 (3.4)
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and the Jeffreys prior is
pi(C, λ) ∝
(
eλ − λ− 1
λ
)1/2
.
This prior is improper, increasing in λ, and constant in C.
Using the Jeffreys prior the posterior is
pi(C, λ|data) ∝ pi(C, λ)L(data|C, λ)
=
(
eλ − λ− 1
λ
)1/2
C!
(C − w)!
(
e−λ
)C 1∏
j≥1 nj!
∏
j≥1
(
1
j!nj
)
λn
∝
(
C
w
)(
1− e−λ)w+1 (e−λ)C−w (eλ − λ− 1)1/2(1− e−λ)−w−1
×e−λwλn−1/2
= negative binomial(w + 1, 1− e−λ)(eλ − λ− 1)1/2
×(1− e−λ)−w−1e−λwλn−1/2
where the negative binomial can be parameterized as(
(C − w) + (w + 1)− 1
(w + 1)− 1
)
(1− e−λ)w+1(e−λ)C−w =
(
C
w
)
(1− e−λ)w+1(e−λ)C−w
for C − w = 0, 1, . . .. This means the number of species that did not appear in
the sample has a negative binomial posterior distribution with size= w + 1 and
probability= 1− e−λ.
Next, we show the posterior is proper.
Proposition 1. The posterior for the Poisson model with Jeffreys prior given by
pi(C, λ|data) ∝
(
eλ − λ− 1
λ
)1/2
C!
(C − w)!(e
−λ)Cλn
is proper.
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Proof. Integrating over C and λ we have∫
dpi(C, λ|data) ∝
∫ ∞
0
(eλ − λ− 1)1/2
(1− e−λ)w e
−λwλn−1/2
∞∑
C=w
(
C
w
)
(e−λ)C−w
×(1− e−λ)wdλ
∝
∫ ∞
0
(
eλ − λ− 1)1/2 e−λwλn−1/2 (1− e−λ)−w−1 dλ.
Now, (eλ−λ− 1)1/2 can be bounded from above by (eλ)1/2 and (1− e−λ)−w−1
can be bounded from above by B > 1 for all λ ≥ λB. Also, (1− e−λ)−w−1 can be
bounded from above by (2/λ)(w+1) for 0 < λ ≥ λB. Thus, consider the integral
which bounds the posterior
K
∫ λB
0
e−λ(w−1/2)λn−w−3/2dλ+K∗
∫ ∞
λB
e−λ(w−1/2)λn−1/2dλ
< K
∫ ∞
0
e−λ(w−1/2)λn−w−3/2dλ+K∗
∫ ∞
0
e−λ(w−1/2)λn−1/2dλ
< ∞
as long as w ≥ 1 and n ≥ w + 2. Thus, the posterior is proper.
Suppose we use the parameterization δ = 1/λ, so that δ is the rate of the
Poisson distribution. Then, the Jeffrey’s prior is
pi(C, δ) ∝
(
e1/δδ − δ − 1
δ4
)1/2
and can be verified by transforming back to the original parameterization. Using
dδ/dλ = −λ−2 we obtain
pi(C, λ) ∝
(
eλ
(
1
λ
)− 1
λ
− 1(
1
λ
)4
)1/2
λ−2
=
(
eλ − λ− 1
λ
)1/2
.
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3.1.2 Geometric Model
Let f(λ|θ) be an exponential distribution parameterized as
f(λ|θ) = 1
θ
e−λ/θ
with θ > 0 and 0 ≤ λ <∞. Then E[Λ] = θ and V ar(Λ) = θ2. The exponential-
mixed Poisson distribution is
pθ(x) =
∫ ∞
0
e−λλx
x!
1
θ
e−λ/θdθ
=
1
1 + θ
(
θ
1 + θ
)x
(3.5)
which is also known as the geometric distribution, often used to model the number
of failures until the first success when the success probability is 1/(θ + 1).
Consider pθ as an exponential-mixed Poisson, or geometric, distribution. This
means the species’ abundances are not all equal. Specifically the distribution of
the abundances is exponential. The information matrix can be calculated using
(3.2). The (2, 2) element of the information matrix is
F (C, θ)22 = −C
{
EX
[
∂2
∂θ2
log pθ(X)
]}
= −C
{
EX
[
∂2
∂θ2
X log θ − (X + 1) log(1 + θ)
]}
= −C
{
EX
[
−X
θ2
+
X + 1
(1 + θ)2
]}
=
C
θ(1 + θ)
where the last equality is true since E[X] = θ. The off-diagonal elements of the
information matrix are
F (C, θ)21 = F (C, θ)12 = − ∂
∂θ
log pθ(0)
= − ∂
∂θ
(− log(1 + θ))
=
1
1 + θ
.
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The (1, 1) element of the information is
F (C, θ)11 =
1
C
1− pθ(0)
pθ(0)
=
1
C
θ/(1 + θ)
1/(1 + θ)
=
θ
C
.
The information matrix for C and θ is
F (C, θ) =
 θC 11 + θ1
1 + θ
C
θ(1 + θ)
 (3.6)
and the Jeffreys prior is
pi(C, θ) ∝ θ
1/2
θ + 1
.
The posterior using the Jeffreys prior is
pi(C, θ|data) ∝ pi(C, θ)L(data|C, θ)
=
θ1/2
θ + 1
C!
(C − w)!
(
1
1 + θ
)C−w
1∏
j≥1 nj!
×
∏
j≥1
(
1
1 + θ
(
θ
1 + θ
)j)nj
=
θ1/2
1 + θ
C!
(C − w)!θ
n(1 + θ)−C−n.
Proposition 2. The posterior for the exponential-mixed Poisson model with Jef-
freys prior given as
pi(C, θ|data) ∝ θ
1/2
1 + θ
C!
(C − w)!θ
n(1 + θ)−C−n
is proper.
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Proof. Integrating over C and θ we have∫
dpi(C, θ|data) ∝
∫ ∞
0
θn−w−1/2(1 + θ)−n
∞∑
C=w
C!
(C − w)!
(
1
1 + θ
)C−w
×
(
θ
1 + θ
)w+1
dθ
=
∫ ∞
0
θn−w−1/2(1 + θ)−ndθ
=
Γ(w − 1/2)Γ(n− w + 1/2)
Γ(n)
which is finite for any nonempty sample, n > 0.
3.2 Reference Prior
A corollary from Bernardo and Ramo´n (1998) can be used to derive the reference
prior for the case where our model has one nuisance parameter, m = 1. In that
case, we can use the fact that the elements of the information matrix in (3.2)
will each factor into a function of C and a function of η. Let S = F−1 be the
covariance matrix. Then,
S(C, η) =
1
det
(
F (C, η)
)
 C%(η) ∂∂η log pη(0)
∂
∂η
log pη(0)
1
C
1− pη(0)
pη(0)

where det
(
F (C, η)
)
is a function of η only. Notice that we have the factorization
s
−1/2
11 = a0(C)b0(η) and f
1/2
22 = a1(C)b1(η), elements of the covariance and infor-
mation matrices, respectively. We now restate Corollary 1 from Bernardo and
Ramo´n (1998) for the reader’s convenience.
Corollary 1. (Bernardo & Ramo´n 1998): Suppose the posterior distribution of
(ν1, ν2) is asymptotically normal with covariance matrix S(ν1, ν2).
For ordered parameterization (ν1, ν2),
1. if the nuisance parameter space is independent of ν1, and
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2. if s11(ν1, ν2) = a0(ν1)b0(ν2) and f22(ν1, ν2) = a1(ν1)b1(ν2),
then the reference prior is
pi(ν1, ν2) = a0(ν1)
−1/2b1(ν2)1/2.
The nuisance parameter space is independent of the parameter of interest,
since for any C we have η ∈ R. The results from Linsday and Roeder (1987) and
Sanathanan (1972) show that the information matrix in (3.2) is the inverse of the
covariance matrix for the posterior. Applying the corollary, the reference prior is
pi(C, η) ∝ C−1/2 (%(η))1/2 .
and notice that the jointly derived prior still factorizes into a function of C and
a function of η. Moreover, this prior is a product of the two one-dimensional
reference priors for C and η.
3.2.1 Poisson Model
In order to find the reference prior for the Poisson model, the information and
covariance matrices need to be computed. The information matrix for the Poisson
model is given in (3.4). The inverse of the information matrix is
S(C, λ) =

C
eλ − λ− 1
−λ
eλ − λ− 1
−λ
eλ − λ− 1
λ(eλ − 1)
C(eλ − λ− 1)

and the resulting reference prior is
pi(C, λ) ∝ C−1/2λ−1/2.
This prior is improper, yet we will show the posterior is proper.
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The posterior is
pi(C, λ|data) ∝ pi(C, λ)L(data|C, λ)
= C−1/2λ−1/2
C!
(C − w)!
(
e−λ
)C 1∏
j≥1 nj!
∏
j≥1
(
1
j!nj
)
λn
∝ C−1/2 C!
(C − w)!
(
e−λ
)C
λn−1/2.
Proposition 3. The posterior for the Poisson model using the reference prior is
pi(C, λ|data) ∝ C−1/2 C!
(C − w)!(e
−λ)Cλn−1/2
and is proper if n > w.
Proof. Integrating over C and λ we have∫
dpi(C, λ|data) ∝
∞∑
C=w
C−1/2
C!
(C − w)!
∫ ∞
0
λn−1/2e−λCdλ
=
∞∑
C=w
C−1/2
C!
(C − w)!
Γ(n+ 1/2)
C(n+1/2)
∝
∞∑
C=w
C!
(C − w)!
1
C(n+1)
=
∞∑
C=w
1
C(n−w+1)
C − 1
C
C − 2
C
· · · C − w + 1
C
<
∞∑
C=w
1
C(n−w+1)
× 1
< ∞.
We need n− w + 1 > 1 (i.e. n > w) for the posterior to be finite.
The condition on the sample size in the proof of Proposition 3 requires the
number of observed individuals to be greater than the number of observed species
in the sample. If only one individual of each species is sampled, then n = w. If
the sample is empty, then n = w = 0; however, an empty sample would not be
used for analysis.
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3.2.2 Geometric Model
In order to find the reference prior for the geometric model, the information
and covariance matrices need to be computed. The information matrix for the
geometric model is given in (3.6). The inverse of the information matrix is
S(C, θ) =
 C(1 + θ)θ2 −1 + θθ
−1 + θ
θ
(1 + θ)2
C

and the resulting reference prior is
pi(C, θ) ∝ C−1/2 [θ(1 + θ)]−1/2 .
This prior is improper, yet we will show the posterior is proper.
The posterior is
pi(C, λ|data) ∝ pi(C, λ)L(data|C, λ)
= C−1/2 [θ(1 + θ)]−1/2
C!
(C − w)!
(
1
1 + θ
)C−w
1∏
j≥1 nj!
×
∏
j≥1
(
1
1 + θ
(
θ
1 + θ
)j)nj
∝ C−1/2 C!
(C − w)!θ
n−1/2(1 + θ)−C−n−1/2.
Proposition 4. The posterior for the exponential-mixed Poisson model with ref-
erence prior is
pi(C, θ|data) ∝ C−1/2 C!
(C − w)!θ
n−1/2(1 + θ)−C−n−1/2
and is proper.
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Proof. Integrating over C and θ we have∫
dpi(C, θ|data) ∝
∞∑
C=w
C−1/2
C
(C − w)!
∫ ∞
0
θn−1/2(1 + θ)−C−n−1/2dθ
=
∞∑
C=w
C−1/2
C
(C − w)!
Γ(C)Γ(n+ 1/2)
Γ(C + n+ 1/2)
∝
∞∑
C=w
C−1/2
C
(C − w)!
(C − 1)!
Γ(C + n+ 1/2)
∝
∞∑
C=w
C−1/2
w terms︷ ︸︸ ︷
C(C − 1) · · · (C − w + 1)
(C + n+ 1/2− 1) · · · (C + n+ 1/2− C − n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
C+n terms
×
C−1 terms︷ ︸︸ ︷
(C − 1)(C − 2) · · · (2)(1)
=
∞∑
C=w
C−1/2
C(C − 1) · · · (C − w + 1)
(C + n+ 1/2− 1) · · · (C + n+ 1/2− n− 1)
× C − 1
C − 1/2
C − 2
C − 3/2 · · ·
1
3/2
1
1/2
<
∞∑
C=w
1
1/2
C−1/2
C(C − 1) · · · (C − w + 1)
(C + n+ 1/2− 1) · · · (C + n+ 1/2− n− 1) .
If n = w,∫
dpi(C, θ|data) ∝
∞∑
C=w
1
1/2
C−1/2
1
C + w + 1/2
C
C + w − 3/2 · · ·
C − w + 1
C − 1/2
<
∞∑
C=w
1
1/2
C−1/2
1
C + w + 1/2
∝
∞∑
C=w
1
C3/2 + C1/2w + C1/2(1/2)
< ∞.
If n > w, ∫
dpi(C, θ|data) <
∞∑
C=w
1
1/2
C−1/2
1
C + n+ 1/2
and the posterior is again finite.
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3.3 Data Analysis
The Poisson and geometric models fit well for small data sets, so in this section
we analyze the data from the Framvaren Fjord, a small data set, where w = 39
and n = 303.
It is typical for a collection of frequency counts to have a few large abun-
dances. In the Framvaren Fjord data, observed counts for frequencies 165 and
20 are considered as abundant species from a known subpopulation. With this
assumption the abundances for the highest frequencies are treated as outliers and
not factored into the likelihood. We denote the maximum frequency modeled as
τ . The choice of τ is important and model dependent. For our analysis we fix τ
for each model, model the frequencies up to τ with a specific abundance distri-
bution, and then the observed frequencies greater than τ are added in later for
the final estimate. The value of τ is determined, in part, through a maximum
likelihood analysis by calculating a χ2 goodness-of-fit statistic and choosing the
best subset of the data similar to the procedure discussed in Hong et al. (2006).
This subsetting problem is further discussed in section 6.3.
Simulation from the posterior for each model uses a Gibbs sampler with
the Metropolis and Metropolis-Hastings algorithms. Simulated posteriors con-
tain 500,000 iterations after a 1,000 iteration burn-in period keeping acceptance
rates near 30%. We sample alternatively from the full conditional distributions,
pi(η|C, data) and pi(C|η, data). The Metropolis algorithm with a normal proposal
distribution is used for sampling the nuisance parameter. To sample from the full
conditional for C we use direct sampling when possible or a Metropolis-Hastings
step when the closed form for the full conditional is not available. In that case,
the Metropolis-Hastings step uses a negative binomial proposal distribution.
For the Poisson model using the Jeffreys prior the posterior we are sampling
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from is
pi(C, λ|data) ∝ C!
(C − w)!e
−λC(eλ − λ− 1)1/2λn−1/2
∝ pi(C|λ, data)pi(λ|data)
where
pi(λ|data) ∝ 1
(1− e−λ)w+1
(
eλ − λ− 1)1/2 e−λwλn−1/2
pi(C|λ, data) = negative binomial(w + 1, 1− e−λ).
For the Poisson model using the reference prior, the posterior is
pi(C, λ|data) ∝ C!
(C − w)!C
−1/2e−λCλn−1/2
and the full conditionals are
pi(λ|C, data) ∝ e−λCλn−1/2
pi(C|λ, data) ∝ C!
(C − w)!C
−1/2e−λC .
For the exponential model using the Jeffreys prior, the posterior is
pi(C, θ|data) ∝ C!
(C − w)!θ
n+1/2(1 + θ)−C−n−1
∝ pi(C|θ, data)pi(θ|data)
where
pi(θ|data) ∝ θn−w−1/2(1 + θ)−n
pi(C|θ, data) ∝ negative binomial(w + 1, θ/(1 + θ)).
For the exponential model using the reference prior, the posterior is
pi(C, θ|data) ∝ C!
(C − w)!C
−1/2θn−1/2(1 + θ)−C−n−1/2
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and the full conditionals are
pi(θ|C, data) ∝ θn−1/2(1 + θ)−C−n−1/2
pi(C|θ, data) ∝ C!
(C − w)!C
−1/2(1 + θ)−C−n−1/2.
Figure 3.1 shows posterior simulations for C from each of the two models and
each of the two priors for the Framvaren Fjord data. The value for τ is set at 5
for the Poisson model and 12 for the geometric model. Diagnostic plots for our
samplers are shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. For each model-prior combination we
show trace plots and autocorrelation plots for C. The diagnostic plots for each
model show that we are confident our MCMC has converged.
Bayesian estimates for C are shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The median of
the posterior sample is considered as a point estimate and a 95% central credible
interval is constructed using the 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles of the posterior. The
central credible interval gives a range of values with the probability of being
below or above the interval equal to 0.025. Conditional maximum likelihood
estimates for this problem are shown for comparison. Frequentist estimates are
computed as in Hong et al. (2006). Confidence intervals for the MLEs are log
transformed confidence intervals based on asymptotic normality (Chao 1987).
The log tranformed confidence intervals will be used througout the dissertation.
However, credible intervals can also be compared to profile likelihood intervals
(Cormack 1992). For example, the geometric model (Table 3.2) with maximum
likelihood point estimate of 58.34 has an associated profile likelihood interval of
(46.89, 73.82).
We can see that the Bayesian estimates are similar to the maximum likelihood
estimates for each model. Specifically, the confidence intervals are comparable
with the credible interval estimates and the posterior median estimates for C are
similar to the maximum likelihood estimates.
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Figure 3.1: Histograms of posterior samples from pi(C|data) for (a) Poisson model
with Jeffreys prior, (b) Poisson model with reference prior, (c) geomtric model
with Jeffreys prior, and (d) geometric model with reference prior.
Table 3.1: Estimates for the Poisson model. Bayesian estimates resulting from
the Jeffreys and reference priors are shown as well as the maximum likelihood
estimate (MLE).
Model Point estimate CI
Jeffreys 47 (41,58)
Reference 48 (41,60)
MLE 47.35 (42.23,60.60)
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(b) Autocorrelation plot in Poisson model
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Figure 3.2: Diagnostic plots for models using Jeffreys priors.
Table 3.2: Estimates for the geometric model. Bayesian estimates resulting from
the Jeffreys and reference priors are shown as well as the maximum likelihood
estimate (MLE).
Model Point estimate CI
Jeffreys 58 (47,74)
Reference 59 (48,75)
MLE 58.34 (49.40,74.99)
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Figure 3.3: Diagnostic plots for models using reference priors.
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We asses the fit of each model using plots of the fitted values. Figure 3.4 shows
plots of the raw data with expected values for the frequencies n1, n2, . . . , nτ using
the median posterior values from the reference priors. We see that for this small
data set the geometric model’s fit is acceptable.
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Figure 3.4: Expected frequencies for Poisson and geometric models using refer-
ence priors.
The Jeffreys and reference priors for geometric model give similar results.
The choice between these two priors minimally affects the resulting estimates.
However, model selection is important in this problem and choice of model can
highly influence the final estimate.
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Chapter 4
Two Nuisance Parameters
We now extend the methods of deriving objective priors for the case where the
parameter, η, describing the abundance distribution is a two-dimensional nui-
sance parameter. We examine in detail the case when pη is a negative binomial.
This two parameter model is an extension of the geometric model discussed in
Chapter 3. The model now has a total of three parameters which we notate as
C, η1, and η2. We will refer to the likelihood in (1.1) and the information matrix
in (1.6). For two-dimensional η we have
F (C, η) =

1
C
1− pη(0)
pη(0)
− ∂
∂η1
log pη(0) − ∂
∂η2
log pη(0)
− ∂
∂η1
log pη(0) C%(η)11 C%(η)12
− ∂
∂η2
log pη(0) C%(η)21 C%(η)22
 (4.1)
with %(η)kl = −EX
[
∂2
∂ηk∂ηl
log pη(X)
]
for k, l = 1, 2, where we use the simplify-
ing assumption
EX
[( ∂
∂η1
log pη(X)
)( ∂
∂η2
log pη(X)
)]
= −
{
EX
[
∂2
∂η1∂η2
log pη(X)
]}
.
4.1 Jeffreys Prior
In this section the prior for (C, η1, η2) will be derived using the multivariate
Jeffreys’ rule described in section 1.3.2 replacing the Fisher information with the
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information in (4.1).
The determinant of the information matrix in (4.1) is
det
(
F (C, η)
)
= F (C, η)11D1 − F (C, η)12D2 + F (C, η)13D3
=
1
C
1− pη(0)
pη(0)
D1 − ∂
∂η1
log pη(0)D2 − ∂
∂η2
log pη(0)D3
where D1, D2, and D3 are the minors of elements F (C, η)11, F (C, η)12, and
F (C, η)13, respectively. The minors are
D1 =
∣∣∣∣ F (C, η)22 F (C, η)23F (C, η)32 F (C, η)33
∣∣∣∣
= C2
(
%(η)11%(η)22 − %(η)12%(η)21
)
,
D2 =
∣∣∣∣ F (C, η)21 F (C, η)23F (C, η)31 F (C, η)33
∣∣∣∣
= C
(
−
(
∂
∂η1
log pη(0)
)
%(η)22 +
(
∂
∂η2
log pη(0)
)
%(η)12
)
,
and
D3 =
∣∣∣∣ F (C, η)21 F (C, η)22F (C, η)31 F (C, η)32
∣∣∣∣
= C
(
−
(
∂
∂η1
log pη(0)
)
%(η)12 +
(
∂
∂η2
log pη(0)
)
%(η)11
)
.
The Jeffreys prior is the square root of this determinant and is of the form
pi(C, η) ∝ C1/2pi(η). (4.2)
Jeffreys prior for C and η factors into two independent priors. Since pi(C, η) is
an improper prior (although pi(η) may be integrable over values of η), we want to
show the posterior is proper. Using pi(C) = C as an upper bound for pi(C) = C1/2,
the results follows similarly from Chapter 3; i.e., an upper bound to the marginal
posterior for η is
pi(η|data) = pi(η) 1∏
j≥1 nj!
∏
j≥1
(pη(j))
nj 1
(1− pη(0))w+1 .
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When considering a model after specifying pη, integrability of the posterior can
be shown if
∫
pi(η|data)dη <∞, where η = (η1, η2).
4.2 Reference Prior
First, let us look at the inverse of the information matrix since this covariance
matrix is needed in the derivation of the reference prior. The information matrix
with two nuisance parameters is given in (4.1). Notice the lower right block of
this matrix contains the Fisher information of the nuisance parameters multiplied
by C. The inverse is
S(C, η1, η2) =
 Cs11(η) s12(η) s13(η)s21(η) 1C s22(η) 1C s23(η)
s31(η)
1
C
s32(η)
1
C
s33(η)

where sij(η) is a function only of η for row i and column j. When we take the
inverse of this matrix, there is no guarantee that the elements corresponding to
the nuisance parameters will factor into a function for η1 and for η2. However,
the elements in the information matrix will factor into a function of C and η =
(η1, η2).
Proposition 3 in Bernardo and Ramo´n (1998) shows a general multivariate
method to derive reference priors. We use this procedure to determine the refer-
ence prior when m = 2. The (2× 2) upper matrix of S(C, η1, η2) is
S2(C, η1, η2) =
(
Cs11(η) s12(η)
s21(η)
1
C
s22(η)
)
with inverse matrix
H2(C, η1, η2) =
(
1
C
h11(η) h12(η)
h21(η) Ch22(η)
)
.
Using the ordered parameterization (C, η1, η2), the conditional reference prior for
η2 is
pi(η2|C, η1) ∝ %(η)1/222 .
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The conditional reference prior for η1 is
pi(η1|C) ∝ exp
[∫
log(C1/2h
1/2
22 )pi(η2|C, η1)dη2
]
= exp
[∫ (
logC1/2 + log h
1/2
22
)
pi(η2|C, η1)dη2
]
= exp
[
logC1/2
∫
pi(η2|C, η1)dη2
]
× exp
[∫ (
log h
1/2
22
)
pi(η2|C, η1)dη2
]
(4.3)
∝ exp
[∫ (
log h
1/2
22
)
pi(η2|C, η1)dη2
]
(4.4)
If the conditional reference prior for η2 is not proper, than a compact approxima-
tion is required for the corresponding integral. In (4.3) we are able to consider
the first exponential as a constant with respect to η1 since
∫
pi(η2|C, η1)dη2 = 1
if the conditional priors is proper or if a compact approximation is used.
The marginal reference prior of C is
pi(C) ∝ exp
[∫ ∫
log(C−1/2g−1/211 )pi(η2|C, η1)pi(η1|C)dη2dη1
]
= exp
[∫ ∫ (
log(C−1/2)pi(η2|C, η1)pi(η1|C)
+ log(g
−1/2
11 )pi(η2|C, η1)pi(η1|C)
)
dη2dη1
]
= exp
[
log(C−1/2)
∫ ∫
pi(η2|C, η1)pi(η1|C)dη2dη1
]
× exp
[∫ ∫
log(g
−1/2
11 )pi(η2|C, η1)pi(η1|C)dη2dη1
]
∝ exp
[
log(C−1/2)
∫ ∫
pi(η2|C, η1)pi(η1|C)dη2dη1
]
= C−1/2
where the last equality is true when
∫ ∫
pi(η2|C, η1)pi(η1|C)dη2dη1 = 1. This can
be shown directly if the priors on η are proper. If either pi(η2|C, η1) or pi(η1|C) is
improper, a compact approximation is required to show the result.
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The joint reference prior for (C, η) is
pi(C, η) ∝ C−1/2pi(η)
where pi(η) is the reference prior for a likelihood of C i.i.d. replicates from pη.
4.3 Negative Binomial Model
We will now examine the negative binomial model. The form of the Jeffreys and
reference priors will be derived. The problem becomes very complex and it is
difficult to implement the procedure as in Chapter 3. Instead, we use simplified
versions of the priors and show conditions in order to have a proper posterior.
Let f(λ|α, β) be a gamma distribution parameterized as
f(λ|α, β) = 1
Γ(α)βα
e−λ/βλα−1
with α, β > 0 and 0 ≤ λ < ∞. Then E[λ] = αβ and V ar(λ) = αβ2. A special
case is the exponential distribution when α = 1. The gamma mixed Poisson
distribution is
pα,β(x) =
∫ ∞
0
e−λλx
x!
1
Γ(α)βα
e−λ/βλα−1dλ
=
1
x!Γ(α)βα
∫ ∞
0
e−λ/(
β
β+1
)λ(x+α)−1dλ
=
Γ(x+ α)( β
β+1
)x+α
x!Γ(α)βα
=
Γ(x+ α)
x!Γ(α)
(
β
β + 1
)x(
1
β + 1
)α
(4.5)
which is also known as the negative binomial distribution, often used to model
the number of failures until α successes with success probability 1/(β + 1). We
have E[X] = αβ.
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The likelihood for this model is
L(data|C, η) = C!
(C − w)!
(
1
β + 1
)α(C−w)
1∏
j≥1 nj!
×
∏
j≥1
(
Γ(j + α)
j!Γ(α)
(
β
β + 1
)j (
1
β + 1
)α)nj
=
C!
(C − w)!(β + 1)
−αC−n 1∏
j≥1 nj!
∏
j≥1
Γ(j + α)nj
×
∏
j≥1
(
1
j!
)nj
Γ(α)−wβn. (4.6)
Computing the 3 × 3 information matrix entails computing each element in
(4.1). For the (1, 1) element of the information we have
F (C, α, β)11 =
1
C
1− (β + 1)−α
(β + 1)−α
.
For the (1, 2) element of the information we have
F (C, α, β)12 = − ∂
∂α
(−α log(β + 1)) = log(β + 1).
For the (1, 3) element of the information we have
F (C, α, β)13 = − ∂
∂β
(−α log(β + 1)) = α
β + 1
.
For the (2, 2) element of the information we have
F (C, α, β)22 = −C
{
E
[
∂2
∂α2
log pαβ(x)
]}
= −C
{
E
[
∂2
∂α2
log Γ(x+ α)− log x!− log Γ(α) + x log β
−(x+ α) log(β + 1)]}
= −C
{
E
[
∂
∂α
ψ(x+ α)− ψ(α)− log(β + 1)
]}
= −C {E [ψ1(x+ α)− ψ1(α)]}
= C (ψ1(α)− E [ψ1(x+ α)])
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where ψ is the derivative of the log of the gamma function, known as the digamma
function, and ψ1 is the derivative of ψ. For the (2, 3) element of the information
we have
F (C, α, β)23 = −C
{
E
[
∂2
∂α∂β
log pαβ(x)
]}
= −C
{
E
[
∂
∂α
(
x
β
− x+ α
β + 1
)]}
= −C
{
E
[
− 1
β + 1
]}
=
C
β + 1
.
Finally, for the (3, 3) element of the information we have
F (C,α, β)33 = −C
{
E
[
∂2
∂β2
log pαβ(x)
]}
= −C
{
E
[
− x
β2
+
x+ α
(β + 1)2
]}
=
αC
β(β + 1)
.
Hence, the information for C, α and β is
F (C, α, β) =

1−(β+1)−α
C(β+1)−α ln(β + 1)
α
β+1
ln(β + 1) C (Ψ1(α)− EX [Ψ1 (X + α)]) Cβ+1
α
β+1
C
β+1
αC
β(β+1)
 .
The elements of the information matrix factor into a function of C and the nui-
sance parameters, but notice that the elements of the matrix do not additionally
factor into functions of α and β. In particular, note the (2, 2) element is a function
of α and β through the expectation.
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4.3.1 Jeffreys Prior
Taking the square root of the determinant of the information, Jeffreys prior is
pi(C,α, β) ∝ [det I(C,α, β)]1/2
= C1/2
[
1− (β + 1)−α
(β + 1)−α+1
α
β
r +
2α ln(β + 1)
(β + 1)2
− α
2r
(β + 1)2
− 1− (β + 1)
−α
(β + 1)−α+1
− α(ln(β + 1))
2
β(β + 1)
]1/2
where
r = C (Ψ1(α)− EX [Ψ1 (X + α)]) .
Therefore, the form of the Jeffreys prior is
pi(C,α, β) ∝ C1/2pi(α, β)
which is again a product of two independent priors.
The posterior is
pi(C, α, β|data) ∝ pi(C, α, β)L(data|C, α, β)
= C1/2piJ(α, β)
C!
(C − w)!(β + 1)
−αC−n 1∏
j≥1 nj!
∏
j≥1
Γ(j + α)nj
×
∏
j≥1
(
1
j!
)nj
Γ(α)−wβn.
The joint Jeffreys prior is complicated in this three parameter model, so we
propose a simplification of the prior by taking the product of the diagonal ele-
ments instead of the determinant, obtaining
piD(C,α, β) ∝ C1/2
(
1− (β + 1)−α
(β + 1)−α
(Ψ1(α)− EX [Ψ1 (X + α)]) α
β(β + 1)
)1/2
.
Notice this preserves the marginal prior for C and the factorization of the prior.
Also, piD(C, α, β) > pi(C,α, β).
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The next step is to show this prior yields a proper posterior. An upper bound
to the posterior for (C,α, β) is
piD(C,α, β|data) = piD(α, β) C!
(C − w)!(β + 1)
−αC−n 1∏
j≥1 nj!
∏
j≥1
Γ(j + α)nj
×
∏
j≥1
(
1
j!
)nj
Γ(α)−wβn
(
1− (β + 1)−α)−w−1 .
To prove the posterior is proper, piD(C, α, β|data) must be shown to be inte-
grable. Using two different parameterizations of the negative binomial, including
an orthogonal parameterization and trying several different upper bounds on
piD(C,α, β|data), does not make this problem tractable.
4.3.2 Reference Prior
Using (4.5) the reference prior is
pi(C,α, β) ∝ C−1/2pi(α, β).
where pi(α, β) is the reference prior for C i.i.d. replicates from a negative binomial
distribution. The conditional reference prior for β is
pi(β) ∝ β−1/2(1 + β)−1/2
and the conditional reference prior for α can be found using (4.4) and requires
inverting the information matrix. Also, a compact approximation for α and β
must be used since the priors are improper.
4.4 Data Analysis
The negative binomial distribution is used to model the abundances of the Fram-
varen Fjord and Lepidoptera data. With this model’s additional parameter, the
negative binomial is a more flexible model and can provide a better fit to the
data.
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Orthogonal parameterization for the negative binomial distribution (Huzur-
bazar 1950) is used in the implementation. The Gibbs sampler converges faster
when the orthogonal parameterization is used compared to the description given
previously in (4.5). The parameterization is
pθ1,θ2(x) =
Γ(1 + θ1 + x)
Γ(1 + θ1)Γ(x+ 1)
(
1 + θ1
1 + θ1 + θ2
)1+θ1 ( θ2
1 + θ1 + θ2
)x
where θ1 > −1, θ2 > 0, x = 0, 1, . . ., and E[X] = θ2.
In order to simplify the form of the prior, we recommend the use of the
marginal prior for the number of species and a marginal prior for the nuisance
parameters. In this implementation we chose independent Cauchy priors with
scale parameter equal to one, with density function
f(x) =
2
pi (1 + x2)
for x > 0. The priors are
pi(θ1) =
2
pi (1 + (θ1 + 1)2)
=
2
pi (θ21 + 2θ1 + 2)
and
pi(θ2) =
2
pi (1 + θ22)
.
There are many choices for noninformative priors on the nuisance parameters.
We suggest using a prior that would be suitable for C independent replicates
from the abundance distribution.
Simulation from the posterior for each model uses a Gibbs sampler with
the Metropolis and Metropolis-Hastings algorithms. We sample alternatively
from the full conditional distributions, pi(θ1, θ2|C, data) and pi(C|θ1, θ2data). The
Metropolis algorithm with a bivariate normal proposal distribution with correla-
tion equal to zero (for independent draws) is used for sampling the nuisance pa-
rameter. To sample from the full conditional for C we use a Metropolis-Hastings
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step with a negative binomial proposal distribution. There is high correlation
between samples from the full conditional for C and the full conditional for the
nuisance parameters (Wang et al. 2007). In order to achieve convergence in our
sampler, diagnostic plots must be examined carefully.
For the negative binomial model using the Jeffreys prior, pi(C) ∝ C1/2, the
posterior we are sampling from is
pi(C, θ1, θ2|data) ∝ pi(C, θ1, θ2)L(data|C, θ1, θ2)
∝ C1/2 (θ21 + 2θ1 + 2)−1 (1 + θ22)−1 C!(C − w)! 1∏j≥1 nj!
×
(
1 + θ1
1 + θ1 + θ2
)(1+θ1)(C−w)∏
j≥1
[
Γ(1 + θ1 + x)
Γ(1 + θ1)Γ(x+ 1)
×
(
1 + θ1
1 + θ1 + θ2
)(1+θ1)( θ2
1 + θ1 + θ2
)x]nj
= C1/2
C!
(C − w)! (1 + θ1 + θ2)
−C(1+θ1)−n (1 + θ1)
C(1+θ1)
× (θ21 + 2θ1 + 2)−1 (1 + θ22)−1 θn2 ∏
j≥1
Γ(1 + θ1 + j)
nj
×Γ(1 + θ1)−w
and the full conditionals are
pi(θ1, θ2|C, data) ∝ (1 + θ1 + θ2)−C(1+θ1)−n (1 + θ1)C(1+θ1)
(
1 + θ22
)−1
× (θ21 + 2θ1 + 2)−1 θn2 ∏
j≥1
Γ(1 + θ1 + j)
nj × Γ(1 + θ1)−w
and
pi(C|θ1, θ2, data) ∝ C1/2 C!
(C − w)! (1 + θ1 + θ2)
−C(1+θ1)−n (1 + θ1)
C(1+θ1)
= C1/2
C!
(C − w)!
(
1 + θ1
1 + θ1 + θ2
)C(1+θ1)
where we block together θ1 and θ2 and simultaneously sample (θ1, θ2) from their
joint distribution.
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For the negative binomial model using the reference prior, pi(C) ∝ C−1/2, the
posterior we are sampling from is
pi(C, θ1, θ2|data) ∝ C−1/2 C!
(C − w)! (1 + θ1 + θ2)
−C(1+θ1)−n (1 + θ1)
C(1+θ1)
× (θ21 + 2θ1 + 2)−1 (1 + θ22)−1 θn2 ∏
j≥1
Γ(1 + θ1 + j)
nj
×Γ(1 + θ1)−w
and the full conditionals are
pi(θ1, θ2|C, data) ∝ (1 + θ1 + θ2)−C(1+θ1)−n (1 + θ1)C(1+θ1)
(
1 + θ22
)−1
× (θ21 + 2θ1 + 2)−1 θn2 ∏
j≥1
Γ(1 + θ1 + j)
nj × Γ(1 + θ1)−w
and
pi(C|θ1, θ2, data) ∝ C−1/2 C!
(C − w)!
(
1 + θ1
1 + θ1 + θ2
)C(1+θ1)
.
4.4.1 Framvaren Fjord
Simulated posteriors contain 1,000,000 iterations after a 1,000 iteration burn-in
period keeping acceptance rates near 30%. Figure 4.1 shows posterior simulations
for C from each of the two priors. The shape of the distributions are similar. The
model based on the Jeffreys prior has a heavier tail. The value for τ is set at
20. Diagnostic plots for our samplers are shown in Figures 4.2. For each prior
we show trace plots and autocorrelation plots for C. Despite the expected high
autocorrelations, we have run enough simulations for a large effective sample size.
The trace plots indicate good mixing of the sampler. The diagnostic plots for
each model show that we are confident our MCMC has converged.
Bayesian estimates for C are shown in Table 4.1. The median of the posterior
sample is considered as a point estimate and a 95% central credible interval is con-
structed using the 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles of the posterior. Conditional max-
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Figure 4.1: Histograms of posterior samples from pi(C|data). (a) Negative bi-
nomial model with Jeffreys prior. (b) Negative binomial model with reference
prior.
Table 4.1: Estimates for the negative binomial model. Bayesian estimates re-
sulting from the Jeffreys and reference priors are shown as well as the maximum
likelihood estimate (MLE).
Model Point estimate CI
Jeffreys 248 (70,3864)
Reference 126 (58,659)
MLE 1728.5 (49.35,275784.40)
imum likelihood estimates and log transformed confidence intervals are shown.
We can see that the Bayesian estimates are much smaller than the maximum
likelihood estimates for each model. In fact, the MLE is unstable for this data
set, indicated by the large variance of the MLE, making the estimates unrealiable.
The point estimate for the Jeffreys prior is larger than the point estimate for the
reference prior.
We assess the fit of each model using plots of the fitted values. Figure 4.3
shows plots of the raw data with expected values for the frequencies n1, n2, . . . , nτ
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Figure 4.2: Diagnostic plots for the negative binomial model.
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using the median posterior values. We see that for this data set the negative
binomial model’s fit is acceptable.
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Figure 4.3: Expected frequencies for the negative binomial model.
4.4.2 Lepidoptera
Simulated posteriors contain 500,000 iterations after a 1,000 iteration burn-in
period keeping acceptance rates near 30%. Figure 4.4 shows posterior simulations
from each of the two priors. The value for τ is set at 45. Diagnostic plots for
our samplers are shown in Figures 4.5. For each prior we show trace plots and
autocorrelation plots for C. The diagnostic plots for each model show that the
sampler has converged.
Bayesian estimates for C are shown in Table 4.2. The median of the posterior
sample is considered as a point estimate and a 95% central credible interval is con-
structed using the 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles of the posterior. Conditional max-
imum likelihood estimates and log transformed confidence intervals are shown.
We can see that the Bayesian estimates are similar to the maximum likelihood
estimates for each model. The point estimate for the Jeffreys prior is larger than
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Figure 4.4: Histograms of posterior simulations from pi(C|data). (a) Negative
binomial model with Jeffreys prior. (b) Negative binomial model with reference
prior.
Table 4.2: Estimates for the negative binomial model. Bayesian estimates re-
sulting from the Jeffreys and reference priors are shown as well as the maximum
likelihood estimate (MLE).
Model Point estimate CI
Jeffreys 326 (277,505)
Reference 316 (274,466)
MLE 306.53 (249.01,731.07)
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(d) Autocorrelation plot for negative
binomial-reference
Figure 4.5: Diagnostic plots for the negative binomial model.
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Figure 4.6: Expected frequencies for the negative binomial model.
the point estimate for the reference prior. The confidence interval for the MLE
is slightly wider than the Bayesian credible intervals.
We assess the fit of each model using plots of the fitted values. Figure 4.6
shows plots of the raw data with expected values for the frequencies n1, n2, . . . , nτ
using the median posterior values from the reference priors. We see that for this
data set the negative binomial model’s fit is acceptable.
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Chapter 5
Three or More Nuisance
Parameters
This chapter presents the general derivation of the Jeffreys and reference priors
for the species problem. Let the abundance distribution have parameter η =
(η1, . . . , ηm). We will refer to the likelihood in (1.1) and the information matrix
in (1.6). Finite mixtures of geometric distributions are used as an extension to
the geometric model in Chapter 3. A mixture of two geometrics is implemented
in the data analysis section.
5.1 Jeffreys Prior
Derivation of the Jeffreys prior can be achieved by treating the information matrix
in (1.6) as a partitioned matrix. The determinant of the information is
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det
(
F (C, η)
)
=
∣∣∣C%(η)∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣∣ 1C 1− pη(0)pη(0) −
(
∂
∂η
log pη(0)
)T (
C%(η)
)−1( ∂
∂η
log pη(0)
)∣∣∣∣∣
= Cm−1
∣∣∣%(η)∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣1− pη(0)pη(0)
−
(
∂
∂η
log pη(0)
)T (
%(η)
)−1( ∂
∂η
log pη(0)
)∣∣∣∣∣ (5.1)
Thus, by taking the square root the Jeffreys prior is
pi(C, η) ∝ C m−12 pi(η)
where pi(η) is determined by (5.1). The Jeffreys prior can be written as a product
of two independent priors. For m ≥ 0 the Jeffreys prior is improper in C. The
functions pi(C) are an increasing sequence in m, and the priors are increasing
functions.
The posterior for the model is
pi(C, η|data) ∝ pi(C, η)L(data|C, η)
= C
m−1
2 pi(η)
C!
(C − w)!(pη(0))
C−w 1∏
j≥1 nj!
∏
j≥1
(pη(j))
nj
where C = w,w + 1, w + 2, . . . and η ∈ R. We need to show∫
dpi(C, η|data) <∞.
We begin with the iterated integral∫
R
∑
C≥w
pi(C, η|x)dη
=
∫
R
∑
C≥w
pi(C, η)
C!
(C − w)!(pη(0))
C−w 1∏
j≥1 nj!
∏
j≥1
(pη(j))
nj
=
∫
R
pi(η)
1∏
j≥1 nj!
∏
j≥1
(pη(j))
nj
∑
C≥w
C
m−1
2
C!
(C − w)!(pη(0))
C−w
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where
∑
C≥w C
m−1
2
C!
(C−w)!(pη(0))
C−w are moments of the negative binomial dis-
tribution (without the normalizing constant.) Since all of the moments of the
negative binomial exist, the sum is always finite. Closed form solutions can be
found for integer values of m−1
2
or from dm−1
2
e where d·e is the ceiling function
and we obtain an upper bound to the marginal posterior,
piC(η|data) ∝ pi(η) 1∏
j≥1 nj!
∏
j≥1
(pη(j))
nj M
(dm−1
2
e)(0)
(1− pη(0))w+1
where M (d
m−1
2
e)(0) is the dm−1
2
e-th derivative of the moment generating function
of the negative binomial evaluated at zero, for m = 2, 3, . . .. For m = 0, 1, let
M (d
m−1
2
e)(0) = 1.
5.2 Reference Prior
The reference prior is derived in this section for a model with m nuisance param-
eters. We will need the inverse of the information in (1.6). Denote this inverse
by S(C, η) = F (C, η)−1. Then,
S(C, η) =
(
F−111 + F
−1
11 F12E
−1F21F−111 −F−111 F12E−1
−E−1F21F−111 E−1
)
where E = F22−F21F−111 F12, and Fij, i, j = 1, 2 are the elements of the partitioned
information matrix. Now,
E = C%(η)−
(
− ∂
∂η
log pη(0)
)(
1
C
1− pη(0)
pη(0)
)−1(
− ∂
∂η
log pη(0)
)T
= C
(
%(η)− pη(0)
1− pη(0)
(
∂
∂η
log pη(0)
)(
∂
∂η
log pη(0)
)T)
The elements of this matrix are
S(C, η)11 = C
pη(0)
1− pη(0) +
(
C
pη(0)
1− pη(0)
)(
− ∂
∂η
log pη(0)
)T
E−1
×
(
− ∂
∂η
log pη(0)
)(
C
pη(0)
1− pη(0)
)
= Cs(η)11,
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S(C, η)12 = −
(
C
pη(0)
1− pη(0)
)(
− ∂
∂η
log pη(0)
)T
E−1
= s(η)12,
S(C, η)21 = −E−1
(
− ∂
∂η
log pη(0)
)(
C
pη(0)
1− pη(0)
)
= s(η)21,
and
S(C, η)22 = E
−1 =
1
C
s(η)22.
Thus, the information matrix has the form
S(C, η) =
(
Cs(η)11 s(η)12
s(η)21
1
C
s(η)22
)
.
The next result follows from proposition 3 in Bernardo and Ramo´n (1998). If
Sj is the (j× j) upper matrix of S(C, η) and Hj = S−1j , then each Hj is a (j× j)
matrix with the form
Hj =
(
1
C
h(η)1 h(η)2
h(η)3 CH(η)
)
where h(η)1 is a scalar, h(η)2 is 1 × (j − 1), h(η)3 is (j − 1) × 1, and H(η) is
(j − 1)× (j − 1).
The conditional reference priors are
pi(ηm|C, η1, . . . , ηm−1) ∝ %(η)1/2mm
and
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pi(ηk|C, η1, . . . , ηk−1)
∝ exp
[∫ ∫
log
(
Ch
1/2
kk
){ m∏
j=k+1
pi(ηj|C, η1, . . . , ηj−1)
}
dηk+1
]
= exp
[∫ ∫ (
logC + log h
1/2
kk
){ m∏
j=k+1
pi(ηj|C, η1, . . . , ηj−1)
}
dηk+1
]
= exp
[
logC
∫ ∫ { m∏
j=k+1
pi(ηj|C, η1, . . . , ηj−1)
}
dηk+1
]
× exp
[∫ ∫ (
log h
1/2
kk
){ m∏
j=k+1
pi(ηj|C, η1, . . . , ηj−1)
}
dηk+1
]
(5.2)
∝ exp
[∫ ∫ (
log h
1/2
kk
){ m∏
j=k+1
pi(ηj|C, η1, . . . , ηj−1)
}
dηk+1
]
where ηk+1 = dηk+1 × . . . × dηm if all of the pi(ηk|C, η1, . . . , ηk−1), k = 1, . . . ,m
are proper. If any of the conditional reference priors are not proper, than a
compact approximation is required for the corresponding integrals. In (5.2) we
are able to consider the first exponential as a constant with respect to ηk since{∏m
j=k+1 pi(ηj|C, η1, . . . , ηj−1)
}
= 1 if all of these conditional priors are proper or
if a compact approximation is used. This means all of the conditional priors for
η are functions of η only. In fact, the conditional priors are the reference priors
for C i.i.d. replicates from pη.
The marginal reference prior for C is
pi(C) ∝ exp
[∫
· · ·
∫
log
(
C−1/2s(η)−1/211
){ m∏
j=1
pi(ηj|C, η1, . . . , ηj−1
}
dη1
]
= exp
[∫
· · ·
∫ (
logC−1/2 + log s(η)−1/211
){ m∏
j=1
pi(ηj|C, η1, . . . , ηj−1
}
dη1
]
= exp
[
logC−1/2
∫
· · ·
∫ { m∏
j=1
pi(ηj|C, η1, . . . , ηj−1
}
dη1
]
× exp
[∫
· · ·
∫ (
log s(η)
−1/2
11
){ m∏
j=1
pi(ηj|C, η1, . . . , ηj−1
}
dη1
]
∝ C−1/2
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where all of the conditional priors are proper or a compact approximation is used
for the corresponding integrals.
5.3 A Three Parameter Mixture Model
Let f(λ|α, θ1, θ2) be a mixture of two exponential distributions parameterized as
f(λ|α, θ1, θ2) = α 1
θ1
e−λ/θ1 + (1− α) 1
θ2
e−λ/θ2
with θ1, θ2 > 0, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, and 0 ≤ λ <∞. Then E[Λ] = αθ1 + (1− α)θ2. The
two mixed exponential-mixed Poisson distribution is
pα,θ1,θ2(x) =
∫ ∞
0
e−λλx
x!
(
α
1
θ1
e−λ/θ1 + (1− α) 1
θ2
e−λ/θ2
)
dλ
=
∫ ∞
0
e−λλx
x!
α
1
θ1
e−λ/θ1dλ+
∫ ∞
0
e−λλx
x!
α
1
θ2
e−λ/θ2dλ
= α
1
1 + θ1
(
θ1
1 + θ1
)x
+ (1− α) 1
1 + θ2
(
θ2
1 + θ2
)x
which is a mixture of two geometric distributions. Using this mixture as the
abundance distribution in the species models allows for more flexible modeling
of the data.
The likelihood for this model is
L(data|C, θ1, θ2, α) = C!
(C − w)!
(
α
1
1 + θ1
+ (1− α) 1
1 + θ2
)(C−w)
1∏
j≥1 nj!
×
∏
j≥1
[
α
1
1 + θ1
(
θ1
1 + θ1
)j
+(1− α) 1
1 + θ2
(
θ2
1 + θ2
)j]nj
.
5.4 Data Analysis
The mixture of two geometrics model is used to model the abundance distribu-
tions for the Framvaren Fjord and Lepidoptera data. This model’s abundance
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distribution has three parameters. The mixture of two geometric distributions
is monotonically decreasing as opposed to the negative binomial. However, the
monotonic decrease of the abundance distribution is not much of a restriction
since most data sets of this kind have a very large number of singletons (number
of species represented in the sample by one individual) compared to the other
frequencies.
In order to simplify the form of the prior, we recommend the use of the
marginal prior for the number of species and a different objective marginal prior
for the nuisance parameters. The mixture of two geometric distributions has
parameters where θ1 and θ2 are both parameters for the geometric distribution
and α is the mixing proportion. In this implementation we chose independent
priors for the parameters of the geometric distribution; namely,
pi(θ1) ∝ θ−1/21 (1 + θ1)−1
and
pi(θ2) ∝ θ−1/22 (1 + θ2)−1.
Recall that the reference prior for C independent geometric random variables is
θ−1/2(1 + θ)−1/2. The prior we have chosen for θ1 and θ2 are similar to the refer-
ence prior; however, we do not use the reference prior since the full conditional
is improper in some instances of the sampler. The parameter for the mixing
proportion is given a uniform prior on (0, 1).
Simulation from the posterior for each model uses a Gibbs sampler. Since the
data is i.i.d. when conditional on C, we take advantage of the mixture distri-
bution by using data augmentation techniques for mixed models (Gelman et al.
2004; Tanner & Wong 1987) on the full conditional for the nuisance parameters.
The technique is similar to the Expectation-Maximization algorithm for mixture
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models. Data augmentation for Bayesian models involves assuming the data is
(X,Z) where Z is a vector of indicator variables which indicate which compo-
nent of the mixture each data point comes from. Z is treated as unknown in the
model and is added to the algorithm and sampled along with the other parame-
ters in the model. We sample alternatively from the full conditional distributions,
pi(θ1, θ2, α|C, data) and pi(C|θ1, θ2, α, data).
Our implementation has utilized the Gibbs sampler by sampling from the
full conditionals pi(C|η, data) and pi(η|C, data). This is a very useful algorithm
since the full conditional for the nuisance parameters is conditional on C, allow-
ing formulation as an i.i.d. problem. This leaves avenues open for techniques
such as hierarchical modeling, which could be helpful in facilitating the objec-
tive Bayesian approach. The convergence is slow for this algorithm due to the
correlation between C and pη(0) (Wang et al. 2007), so many iterations are
required.
For the two-mixed geometric model using the Jeffreys prior, pi(C) ∝ C, the
posterior we are sampling from is
pi(C, θ1, θ2, α|data)
∝ pi(C, θ1, θ2, α)L(data|C, θ1, θ2, α)
∝ Cθ−1/21 (1 + θ1)−1θ−1/22 (1 + θ2)−1
C!
(C − w)!
1∏
j≥1 nj!
×
(
α
1
1 + θ1
+ (1− α) 1
1 + θ2
)(C−w)
×
∏
j≥1
[
α
1
1 + θ1
(
θ1
1 + θ1
)j
+ (1− α) 1
1 + θ2
(
θ2
1 + θ2
)j]nj
and the full conditionals are
pi(θ1, θ2, α|C, data)
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∝ θ−1/21 (1 + θ1)−1θ−1/22 (1 + θ2)−1
(
α
1
1 + θ1
+ (1− α) 1
1 + θ2
)(C−w)
×
∏
j≥1
[
α
1
1 + θ1
(
θ1
1 + θ1
)j
+ (1− α) 1
1 + θ2
(
θ2
1 + θ2
)j]nj
and
pi(C|θ1, θ2, α, data) ∝ Cθ−1/21
C!
(C − w)!
(
α
1
1 + θ1
+ (1− α) 1
1 + θ2
)C
.
The full conditional for the nuisance parameters is not used directly. The
likelihood for the model when C is known is an i.i.d. sample from a mixture of
two geometric distributions. For augmented data (X,Z) where X = (x1, . . . , xC)
is the full data (including zero counts since C is known) and Z = (z1, . . . , zC) is a
vector of indicator variables for the first component in the mixture, the likelihood
for the augmented data can be written as
L(X,Z|θ1, θ1, α) =
C∏
i=1
αzi
[
1
1 + θ1
(
θ1
1 + θ1
)xi]zi
(1− α)1−zi
×
[
1
1 + θ2
(
θ2
1 + θ2
)xi]1−zi
and the full conditionals are
pi(zi|θ1, θ2, α,X)
∝
[
α
1
1 + θ1
(
θ1
1 + θ1
)xi]zi [
(1− α) 1
1 + θ2
(
θ2
1 + θ2
)xi]1−zi
= Bernoulli
(
α
1
1 + θ1
(
θ1
1 + θ1
)xi
/ [
α
1
1 + θ1
(
θ1
1 + θ1
)xi
(1− α) 1
1 + θ2
(
θ2
1 + θ2
)xi])
,
pi(α|θ1, θ2, X, Z) ∝ α
∑
zi(1− α)C−
∑
zi
= beta
(∑
zi + 1, C −
∑
zi + 1
)
,
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pi(θ1|θ2, α,X, Z) ∝ θ−1/21 (1 + θ1)−1
(
1
1 + θ1
)∑ zi ( θ1
1 + θ1
)∑xizi
,
and
pi(θ2|θ1, α,X, Z) ∝ θ−1/22 (1 + θ2)−1
(
1
1 + θ2
)C−∑ zi ( θ2
1 + θ2
)∑xi−∑xizi
.
The full conditionals for θ1 and θ2 can be reparameterized to obtain
θ1
1 + θ1
∼ beta
(∑
xizi + 1/2,
∑
zi + 1/2
)
and
θ2
1 + θ2
∼ beta
(∑
xi −
∑
xizi + 1/2, C −
∑
zi + 1/2
)
.
All of the full conditionals for the nuisance parameters are proper and can be
sampled from directly.
5.4.1 Framvaren Fjord
Simulated posteriors contain 1,000,000 iterations after a 1,000 iteration burn-in
period keeping acceptance rates near 30%. Figure 5.1 shows posterior simulations
from each of the two priors. The value for τ is set at 165. Diagnostic plots for
our samplers are shown in Figures 5.2. For each prior we show trace plots and
autocorrelation plots for C. The diagnostic plots for each model show that we are
confident our MCMC has converged. Also, the autocorrelation plots look much
better than for the negative binomial model.
Bayesian estimates for C are shown in Table 5.1. The median of the posterior
sample is considered as a point estimate and a 95% central credible interval is con-
structed using the 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles of the posterior. Conditional max-
imum likelihood estimates and log transformed confidence intervals are shown.
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Figure 5.1: Histograms of posterior samples from pi(C|data). (a) Negative bi-
nomial model with Jeffreys prior. (b) Negative binomial model with reference
prior.
Table 5.1: Estimates for the two-mixed geometric model. Bayesian estimates
resulting from the Jeffreys and reference priors are shown as well as the maximum
likelihood estimate (MLE).
Model Point estimate CI
Jeffreys 60 (48,85)
Reference 59 (47,81)
MLE 56.20 (47.24,74.87)
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Figure 5.2: Diagnostic plots for the two-mixed geometric model.
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We can see that all of the estimates are all very close. The estimates for the
Jeffreys prior are slightly larger than the point estimates for the reference prior.
We asses the fit of each model using plots of the fitted values. Figure 5.3 shows
plots of the raw data with expected values for the frequencies n1, n2, . . . , nτ using
the median posterior values from the reference priors. We see that for this data
set the two-mixed geometric model’s fit is acceptable. The fit appears similar to
the negative binomial fits in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 5.3: Expected frequencies for the two-mixed geometric model.
5.4.2 Lepidoptera
The analysis for this data set with the two-mixed geometric model includes the
reference prior only. The sampler using the Jeffreys prior does not converge due
to continued sampling of very large values of C. The simulated posterior contains
350,000 iterations after a 1,000 iteration burn-in period keeping acceptance rates
near 30%. Figure 5.4 shows the posterior simulation for the reference prior. The
value for τ is set at 45. The posterior for the reference prior has a very long tail.
Diagnostic plots for our sampler are shown in Figures 5.5. We show a trace
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Figure 5.4: Posterior sample from pi(C|data) using the reference prior.
plot and an autocorrelation plot for C. The diagnostic plots show that the MCMC
has converged. Notice the high correlations in the diagnostic plots similar to the
other models with the reference prior. The spikes in the trace plot are typical
due to the high correlations in the sampler. Care must be taken to ensure an
adequate number of iterations.
Bayesian estimates for C are shown in Table 5.2. The median of the posterior
sample is considered as a point estimate and a 95% central credible interval is con-
structed using the 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles of the posterior. Conditional max-
imum likelihood estimates and log transformed confidence intervals are shown.
The estimates are all different here. The credible interval for the reference
prior has a very large upper limit, a consequence from sampling some very large
posterior values. The MLE gives a stable, but possibly unreasonable estimate
here.
We asses the fit of the model using a plot of the fitted values. Figure 5.6 shows
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Figure 5.5: Diagnostic plots for the two-mixed geometric model using the refer-
ence prior.
Table 5.2: Estimates for the two-mixed geometric model. Bayesian estimates
resulting from the Jeffreys and reference priors are shown as well as the maximum
likelihood estimate (MLE). NA=did not converge
Model Point estimate CI
Jeffreys NA NA
Reference 423 (274,7757)
MLE 691.32 (257.22,12071.29)
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Figure 5.6: Expected frequencies for the two-mixed geometric model using the
reference prior.
a plot of the raw data with expected values for the frequencies n1, n2, . . . , nτ using
the median posterior values from the reference prior. We see that for this data
set the fit is the best we have seen out of all the models.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusions
This dissertation has presented a fully Bayesian method using objective priors for
the problem of estimating the number of classes in a population. The priors are
derived using the methods of Jeffreys (1946) and Bernardo (1979) to generate
what we call Jeffreys and reference priors, respectively. These priors are each
based on notions of objectiveness which justify their use as objective priors.
The prior assumes the parameters are independent; i.e. pi(C, η) = pi(C)pi(η),
although the method we use to derive the priors does not make this restriction.
This serves as justification for using marginal objective priors in practice.
Full joint priors can be derived for models with one nuisance parameter. These
examples can be dealt with analytically due to their simplicity. Models which are
slightly more complex are necessary when dealing with larger data sets. When
taking a parametric approach, we want to have a variety of models at hand. Our
suggestion for assigning a prior pi(η), when the nuisance parameter η is a vector,
is arbitrary and requires more investigation.
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6.1 Comparison of Jeffreys Prior and Reference
Prior
The choice between Jeffreys and reference prior can be based on one’s belief
in their respective notions of objectiveness and their performance in statistical
analysis.
The Jeffreys prior is a function of the number of nuisance parameters, m.
Although it is inappropriate to interpret an improper prior as a description of
belief since it is not a probability density function, improper priors are often
interpreted as belief functions. For instance, the prior pi(φ) ∝ 1 where φ > 0
is often viewed as believing all values of φ are equally likely and is even named
an improper uniform prior on φ. The case of the Jeffreys prior for the species
problem is quite different in that the prior is an increasing function in C. The
interpretation of the Jeffreys prior is not obvious. If we interpret the Jeffreys
prior as a limit to a proper prior on a bounded parameter space, this means
larger values of C are always more likely.
On the other hand, the reference prior is constant across all models. Reference
priors use information on the order of importance between the parameters in a
problem. The reference prior has been successful over the Jeffreys prior in other
multivariate problems (Irony 1997). From the analysis results, it appears the
reference prior is favorable to the Jeffreys prior for models with a larger number
of nuisance parameters.
From our data analysis results we can see that for problems with multiple
nuisance parameters, Bayesian point estimates for the number of species using
the Jeffreys prior are larger than estimates under the same model using the
reference prior. This reflects the fact that the Jeffreys prior is the dominating
function.
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6.2 Comments on Bayesian, Frequentist, and
Nonparametric Approaches
The approach in this dissertation is parametric. However, the method could be
applied to a nonparametric model for species estimation described in Wang and
Lindsay (2005), Bo¨hning and Scho¨n (2005), and Norris and Pollock (1998). A
Bayesian version of the nonparametric model would be similar to the methods
described in this paper with the addition of placing a prior on the number of
model parameters. This approach is feasible and is an area of future research.
In the data analysis the maximum likelihood estimates are comparable with
estimates from the reference prior, but not with the Jeffreys prior except in the
simplest models in Chapter 3.
6.3 Model Selection
We have used plots of fitted values to asses the absolute fit of the model. However,
a more quantitative model selection procedure is desired.
We have implemented several models with varying complexity on our example
data sets. Determining the best model in the species problem is complicated
since model selection and the subsetting problem both pose difficulties. Bayes
factors can not be directly used for model selection since they are ill defined when
improper priors are used. We instead use deviance to compare models, although
this likelihood-based statistic can only be used for a common subset of the data
(equal τ).
In order to check the relative fit of our models we have computed the deviance
for each model, averaged over values from the posterior sample. Deviance is
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Table 6.1: Deviances for Framvaren Fjord data at τ = 20. NB-J=Negative bino-
mial model with Jeffreys prior, NB-R=Negative binomial model with reference
prior, MG-J=Two-mixed geometric model with Jeffreys prior, and MG-R=Two-
mixed geometric model with reference prior.
Model Deviance
NB-J 46.158
NB-R 46.284
MG-J 47.952
MG-R 47.224
defined as
D(data, C, η) = −2 logL(data|C, η).
We estimate the expected deviance by averaging the deviance over the posterior
samples, (Ci, ηi), i = 1, . . . ,R with R being the total number of posterior samples.
The estimate of the deviance is
Dˆ(data) =
1
R
R∑
i=1
D(data, C i, ηi). (6.1)
Deviance estimates are provided in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. Lower deviance reflects
a better fit, so the two-mixed geometric model fits the data better at τ = 165
than the negative binomial model. At the smaller τ = 20, there is not much
difference in the deviance for the two models. Also, the deviances for a particular
model-prior combination are virtually equal.
Choosing τ is an important part of the model selection procedure. See Hong
et al. (2006) for a frequentist-based model selection routine. For the Bayesian
estimates deviance does not work when comparing analyses of different subsets.
The ideal solution to the subsetting problem would be to use an estimator robust
to the species with large abundances.
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Table 6.2: Deviances for Framvaren Fjord data at τ = 165. NB-J=Negative bi-
nomial model with Jeffreys prior, NB-R=Negative binomial model with reference
prior, MG-J=Two-mixed geometric model with Jeffreys prior, and MG-R=Two-
mixed geometric model with reference prior.
Model Deviance
NB-J 73.27935
NB-R 73.99615
MG-J 65.48426
MG-R 65.23959
6.4 Use of the Method in Practice
In order to conduct this estimation using an objective Bayesian approach one
can do so by following the general form of the priors in Chapter 5 and applying
them to specific models. In cases where the prior is difficult to compute, one
can use the marginal prior for the number of species pi(C) in combination with
another objective prior for the nuisance parameter. In this paper, we implement
the method for models with one nuisance parameter. Unfortunately, models with
even two nuisance parameters, such as the gamma-mixed Poisson model, become
difficult to handle and we suggest an alternative objective prior on the nuisance
parameter. If proper priors are not used, the posterior must be checked for
integrability.
The use of mixture models is an excellent approach to modeling abundance
distributions in the species problem. Although the number of components in a
mixture model needs to be selected, mixture distributions form a very flexible
class of models. We suggest using mixtures of geometric distributions since any
monotonically decreasing abundance distribution can be approximated by a mix-
ture of geometric distributions. There is also potential to use separate mixture
components to identify subpopulations within a population of interest.
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APPENDIX
This appendix contains code for the implementation of the procedures dis-
cussed in this dissertation run in the statistical software program R version 2.6.1.
with installed packages MASS and HH. The input includes:
• tau: τ
• burn.in: number of burn-in iterations performed
• iterations: number of iterations performed after burn-in
• Metropolis.start.: starting value in metropolis algorithm for the indicated
parameter
• Metropolis.stdev.: standard deviation in metropolis algorithm for the indi-
cated parameter
• Metropolis.stdev.C: tuning parameter for Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
for C
• filename: location of tab delimited data with first column for frequencies
and second column for observed counts
• bars: width of bars in histogram for Cbars; must be an integer
• filename.trace: location for .eps output file
• filename.AC: location for .eps output file
• filename.C: location for .eps output file
• filename.Cbars: location for .eps output file
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• filename.analysis: location for .txt output file
• filename.fits: location for .txt output file
The output includes:
• filename.trace: trace plot of posterior samples of C
• filename.AC: autocorrelation plot of posterior samples of C
• filename.C: histogram of posterior samples of C
• filename.Cbars: histogram with specified bar width of posterior samples of
C
• filename.analysis: includes the following
– w: number of observed species in the full data
– n: number of observed individuals in the full data
– MLE.est.: unbiased estimate for the indicated parameter
– w.tau: number of observed species based on τ
– n.tau: number of observed individuals based on τ
– acceptance.rate.: acceptance rate for the indicated parameter
– mode.C: mode of posterior samples of C
– median.C: median of posterior samples of C
– mean.C: mean of posterior samples of C
– LCI.C: 0.025 quantile of posterior samples of C
– UCI.C: 0.975 quantile of posterior samples of C
– mean.D: mean of deviance of posterior samples of C
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– median.D: median of deviance of posterior samples of C
– DIC: deviance information criteria
• filename.fits: fitted values (expected frequencies) of the abundance distri-
bution using posterior median estimates of the parameters.
6.5 Jeffreys Prior for the Poisson Model
###
### R script
### Equal abundance Poisson model
### joint Jeffreys prior
###
###
###
### Step 1: program specifications
# maximum frequency of the data to be analyzed
tau<-10
# number of burn in iterations
burn.in<-1000
# number of posterior samples
iterations<-50000
# starting value for lambda
Metropolis.start.lambda<-1
# stdev for Metropolis algorithm for lambda
Metropolis.stdev.lambda<-1
# location of data
filename<-"C:/Documents and Settings/MyData.txt"
## names of output files
# location of trace plot
filename.trace<-"C:/MyData.trace.eps"
# location of autocorrelation plot
filename.AC<-"C:/MyData.AC.eps"
# location of posterior samples of C plot
filename.C<-"C:/MyData.C.eps"
# location of analysis file
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filename.analysis<-"C:/MyData.analysis.txt"
# location of analysis file
filename.fits<-"C:/MyData.fits.txt"
### Step 2: format data
entrydata<-read.table(filename,col.names=c("frequency","count"))
rowdim<-dim(entrydata)[1]
fmaxdata<-entrydata[rowdim,1]
fullfreqdata<-cbind(seq(1,fmaxdata),rep(0,fmaxdata))
# make sure freqdata is frequency data with zeros
for (k in 1:fmaxdata){
for (m in 1:rowdim){
if (entrydata[m,1]==k) {fullfreqdata[k,2]<-entrydata[m,2];
break}
}
}
# calculate NP estimate of n0 and w and n for the full data
w<-sum(fullfreqdata[,2])
n<-sum(fullfreqdata[,1]*fullfreqdata[,2])
NP.est.n0<-w/(1-fullfreqdata[1,2]/n)-w
# subset data below tau
freqdata<-fullfreqdata[1:tau,]
# calculate summary statistics on subsetted data
w.tau<-sum(freqdata[,2])
n.tau<-sum(freqdata[,1]*freqdata[,2])
### Step 3: calculate posterior
## initialize vectors for lambda, n0, and deviance
# specify total number of iterations
iterations<-iterations+burn.in
L<-c(Metropolis.start.lambda,rep(1,iterations-1))
n0<-rep(0,iterations)
D.post<-rep(0,iterations)
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# to track acceptance rate of lambda
a1<-0
for (i in 2:iterations){
## sample from p(lambda|x)
# propose value for lambda
L.new<-abs(rnorm(1,mean=L[i-1],sd=Metropolis.stdev.lambda))
# calculate log of acceptance ratio
logr<-((.5)*(log(exp(L.new)-L.new-1)-log(L.new))+sum(
freqdata[,2]*(-L.new+freqdata[,1]*log(L.new)))-(w.tau+1)
*(log(1-exp(-L.new))))-((.5)*(log(exp(L[i-1])-L[i-1]-1)
-log(L[i-1]))+sum(freqdata[,2]*(-L[i-1]+freqdata[,1]
*log(L[i-1])))-(w.tau+1)*(log(1-exp(-L[i-1]))))
# calculate acceptance ratio
r<-exp(logr)
# accept or reject propsed value
if (runif(1)<min(r,1)) {L[i]<-L.new ; a1<-a1+1}
else L[i]<-L[i-1]
## sample from p(C|lambda,x)
n0[i]<-rnbinom(1,size=w.tau+1,prob=1-exp(-L[i]))
## calculate deviance from current sample
D.post[i]<-(-2)*(log(factorial(n0[i]+w.tau))-log(factorial(
n0[i]))-sum(log(factorial(freqdata[,2])))-L[i]*(n0[i]
+w.tau)-sum(freqdata[,2]*log(factorial(freqdata[,1])))
+n.tau*log(L[i]))
}
### Step 4: model diagnostics
## 1) deviance at posterior mean
mean.L<-mean(L[(burn.in+1):iterations])
mean.n0<-mean(n0[(burn.in+1):iterations])
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loglik.post.mean<-log(factorial(mean.n0+w.tau))-log(factorial(
mean.n0))-sum(log(factorial(freqdata[,2])))+mean.n0
*(-mean.L)-mean.L*w.tau+n.tau*log(mean.L)-sum(freqdata[,2]
*log(factorial(freqdata[,1])))
D.mean<-(-2)*loglik.post.mean
## 2) posterior mean and median deviance
mean.D<-mean(D.post[(burn.in+1):iterations])
median.D<-quantile(D.post[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
## 3) model complexity
p.D<-mean.D-D.mean
## 4) Deviance information criterion
DIC<-2*mean.D-D.mean
### Step 5: fitted values based on medians of the marginal
posteriors
median.L<-quantile(L[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,names=F)
median.n0<-quantile(n0[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,names=F)
fits<-rep(0,tau)
for (k in 1:tau){
fits[k]<-(median.n0+w.tau)*dpois(k,median.L)
}
fitted.values<-data.frame(cbind(j=seq(1,tau),fits,
count=freqdata[,2]))
### Step 6: results
# needed to use function export.eps
library(HH)
hist.points<-hist(n0[(burn.in+1):iterations],breaks=seq(
0,max(n0[(burn.in+1):iterations])+1)-0.5)
results<-data.frame(
filename=filename,
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w=w,
n=n,
NP.est.C=NP.est.n0+w,
tau=tau,
w.tau=w.tau,
n.tau=n.tau,
iterations=iterations,
burn.in=burn.in,
acceptance.rate.lambda=a1/iterations,
mode.C=hist.points$mids[which.max(hist.points$intensities)]+w,
mean.C=mean.n0+w,
median.C=quantile(n0[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,names=F)
+w,
LCI.C=quantile(n0[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.025,names=F)+w,
UCI.C=quantile(n0[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.975,names=F)+w,
mean.D=mean.D,
median.D=median.D,
DIC
)
# print results and fitted values
print(t(results),quote=F)
print(fitted.values)
# output results and fitted values
write.csv(t(results),filename.analysis,quote=F)
write.csv(fitted.values,filename.fits,quote=F)
# trace plot for C
# first thin values of C
# must be a divisor of (iterations-burn.in)
iterations.trace<-min(10000,iterations-burn.in)
N.thin<-rep(0,iterations.trace)
for (k in 1:iterations.trace){
N.thin[k]<-n0[k*((iterations-burn.in)/iterations.trace)]+w
}
# make trace plot
plot(1:iterations.trace,N.thin,xlab="",ylab="")
mtext("Iteration Number",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
mtext("Total Number of Species",2,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
export.eps(filename.trace)
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# autocorrelation plot for C
my2.acf<-acf(n0[(burn.in+1):iterations],type="correlation")
plot(my2.acf,main="",ylab="",xlab="")
mtext("Lag",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
mtext("ACF",2,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
export.eps(filename.AC)
# histogram of C with a bar for each discrete value
hist(n0[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w,breaks=seq(w,max(n0[(burn.in
+1):iterations])+1+w)-0.5,main="",xlab="",col=5,freq=F,
ylab="")
mtext("Total Number of Species",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
box()
export.eps(filename.C)
6.6 Reference Prior for the Poisson Model
###
### R script
### Equal abundance Poisson model
### joint reference prior
###
###
###
### Step 1: program specifications
# maximum frequency of the data to be analyzed
tau<-10
# number of burn in iterations
burn.in<-1000
# number of posterior samples
iterations<-50000
# tuning parameter for C. use small value for large var
Metropolis.stdev.N<-20
# starting value for lambda
Metropolis.start.lambda<-1
# stdev for Metropolis algorithm for lambda
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Metropolis.stdev.lambda<-1
# location of data
filename<-"C:/Documents and Settings/MyData.txt"
## names of output files
# location of trace plot
filename.trace<-"C:/MyData.trace.eps"
# location of autocorrelation plot
filename.AC<-"C:/MyData.AC.eps"
# location of posterior samples of C plot
filename.C<-"C:/MyData.C.eps"
# location of analysis file
filename.analysis<-"C:/MyData.analysis.txt"
# location of analysis file
filename.fits<-"C:/MyData.fits.txt"
### Step 2: format data
entrydata<-read.table(filename,col.names=c("frequency","count"))
rowdim<-dim(entrydata)[1]
fmaxdata<-entrydata[rowdim,1]
fullfreqdata<-cbind(seq(1,fmaxdata),rep(0,fmaxdata))
# make sure freqdata is frequency data with zeros
for (k in 1:fmaxdata){
for (m in 1:rowdim){
if (entrydata[m,1]==k) {fullfreqdata[k,2]<-entrydata[m,2];
break}
}
}
# calculate NP estimate of n0
w<-sum(fullfreqdata[,2])
n<-sum(fullfreqdata[,1]*fullfreqdata[,2])
NP.est.n0<-w/(1-fullfreqdata[1,2]/n)-w
# subset data below tau
freqdata<-fullfreqdata[1:tau,]
# calculate summary statistics
w.tau<-sum(freqdata[,2])
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n.tau<-sum(freqdata[,1]*freqdata[,2])
### Step 3: calculate posterior
## initialization
iterations<-iterations+burn.in
N<-rep(0,iterations)
L<-c(Metropolis.start.lambda,rep(1,iterations-1))
# to track acceptance rate of lambda
a1<-0
# to track acceptance rate of C
a2<-0
# starting value based on nonparametric estimate of n0
N[1]<-ceiling(NP.est.n0)+w.tau
D.post<-rep(0,iterations)
for (i in 2:iterations){
## sample from p(lambda|x,C)
# propose value for lambda
L.new<-abs(rnorm(1,mean=L[i-1],sd=Metropolis.stdev.lambda))
# calculate log of acceptance ratio
logr1<-(n.tau-1/2)*log(L.new)-L.new*N[i-1]-(n.tau-1/2)
*log(L[i-1])+L[i-1]*N[i-1]
# calculate acceptance ratio
r1<-exp(logr1)
# accept or reject propsed value
if (runif(1)<min(r1,1)) {L[i]<-L.new ; a1<-a1+1}
else L[i]<-L[i-1]
## sample from p(C|lambda,x)
## make sure N.new >=w.tau
repeat {
N.new<-rnbinom(1,mu=N[i-1],size=Metropolis.stdev.N)
if(N.new>w.tau-1)
break
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}## calculate log(N.new!/(N.new-w.tau)!)
N3.new<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3.new[j+1]<-log(N.new-j)
}
N2.new<-sum(N3.new)
## calculate log(N[i-1]!/(N[i-1]-w.tau)!)
N3<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3[j+1]<-log(N[i-1]-j)
}
N2<-sum(N3)
# calculate log of acceptance ratio
logr2<-(N2.new-(1/2)*log(N.new)-N.new*L[i])-(N2-(1/2)*log(
N[i-1])-N[i-1]*L[i])+(log(dnbinom(N[i-1],mu=N.new,size=
Metropolis.stdev.N)))-(log(dnbinom(N.new,mu=N[i-1],size
=Metropolis.stdev.N)))
# calculate acceptance ratio
r2<-exp(logr2)
# accept or reject propsed value
if (runif(1)<min(r2,1)) {N[i]<-N.new ; a2<-a2+1}
else N[i]<-N[i-1]
## calculate deviance from current sample
# calculate log(N[i]!/(N[i]-w.tau)!)
N3.curr<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3.curr[j+1]<-log(N[i]-j)
}
N2.curr<-sum(N3.curr)
# calculate deviance
D.post[i]<-(-2)*(N2.curr-sum(log(factorial(freqdata[,2])))
-L[i]*(N[i])-sum(freqdata[,2]*log(factorial(freqdata[,1]
)))+n.tau*log(L[i]))
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}### Step 4: model diagnostics
## 1) deviance at posterior mean
mean.L<-mean(L[(burn.in+1):iterations])
mean.N<-mean(N[(burn.in+1):iterations])
## calculate log(mean.N!/(mean.N-w.tau)!)
N3.mean<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3.mean[j+1]<-log(mean.N-j)
}
N2.mean<-sum(N3.mean)
loglik.post.mean<-N2.mean-sum(log(factorial(freqdata[,2])))
-mean.L*mean.N+n.tau*log(mean.L)-sum(freqdata[,2]*log(
factorial(freqdata[,1])))
D.mean<-(-2)*loglik.post.mean
## 2) posterior mean and median deviances
mean.D<-mean(D.post[(burn.in+1):iterations])
median.D<-quantile(D.post[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
## 3) model complexity
p.D<-mean.D-D.mean
## 4) Deviance information criterion
DIC<-2*mean.D-D.mean
### Step 5: fitted values based on medians of the marginal
posteriors
median.L<-quantile(L[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
median.N<-quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
fits<-rep(0,tau)
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for (k in 1:tau){
fits[k]<-(median.N)*dpois(k,median.L)
}
fitted.values<-data.frame(cbind(j=seq(1,tau),fits,count=
freqdata[,2]))
### Step 6: results
# this library is needed to use function export.eps
library(HH)
hist.points<-hist(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,breaks=
seq(w,max(N)+w-w.tau+1)-0.5)
results<-data.frame(
filename=filename,
w=w,
n=n,
NP.est.C=NP.est.n0+w,
tau=tau,
w.tau=w.tau,
n.tau=n.tau,
iterations=iterations,
burn.in=burn.in,
acceptance.rate.lambda=a1/iterations,
acceptance.rate.N=a2/iterations,
mode.C=hist.points$mids[which.max(hist.points$intensities)],
mean.C=mean(N[(burn.in+1):iterations])+w-w.tau,
median.C=quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,probs=.5,
names=F),
LCI.C=quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,probs=.025,
names=F),
UCI.C=quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,probs=.975,
names=F),
mean.D=mean.D,
median.D=median.D,
DIC
)
# print results and fitted values
print(t(results),quote=F)
print(fitted.values)
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# output results and fitted values
write.csv(t(results),filename.analysis,quote=F)
write.csv(fitted.values,filename.fits,quote=F)
# trace plot for C
# first thin values of C if there are more than 10,000
iterations
# must be a divisor of (iterations-burn.in)
iterations.trace<-min(10000,iterations-burn.in)
N.thin<-rep(0,iterations.trace)
for (k in 1:iterations.trace){
N.thin[k]<-N[k*((iterations-burn.in)/iterations.trace)]
}
# make trace plot
plot(1:iterations.trace,N.thin,xlab="",ylab="")
mtext("Iteration Number",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
mtext("Total Number of Species",2,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
export.eps(filename.trace)
# autocorrelation plot for C
my2.acf<-acf(N[(burn.in+1):iterations],type="correlation")
plot(my2.acf,main="",ylab="",xlab="")
mtext("Lag",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
mtext("ACF",2,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
export.eps(filename.AC)
# histogram of C with a bar for each discrete value
hist(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,breaks=seq(w,max(N[
(burn.in+1):iterations])+w-w.tau+1)-0.5,main="",xlab="",
col=’purple’,freq=F,ylab="")
mtext("Total Number of Species",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
box()
export.eps(filename.C)
6.7 Jeffreys Prior for the Geometric Model
###
### R script
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### Exponential-mixed Poisson model
### joint Jeffreys prior
###
###
###
### Step 1: program specifications
# maximum frequency of the data to be analyzed
tau<-10
# number of burn in iterations
burn.in<-1000
# number of posterior samples
iterations<-50000
# starting value for theta
Metropolis.start.theta<-1
# stdev for Metropolis algorithm for theta
Metropolis.stdev.theta<-1
# location of data
filename<-"C:/Documents and Settings/MyData.txt"
## names of output files
# location of trace plot
filename.trace<-"C:/MyData.trace.eps"
# location of autocorrelation plot
filename.AC<-"C:/MyData.AC.eps"
# location of posterior samples of C plot
filename.C<-"C:/MyData.C.eps"
# location of analysis file
filename.analysis<-"C:/MyData.analysis.txt"
# location of analysis file
filename.fits<-"C:/MyData.fits.txt"
### Step 2: format data
entrydata<-read.table(filename,col.names=c("frequency","count"))
rowdim<-dim(entrydata)[1]
fmaxdata<-entrydata[rowdim,1]
fullfreqdata<-cbind(seq(1,fmaxdata),rep(0,fmaxdata))
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# make sure freqdata is frequency data with zeros
for (k in 1:fmaxdata){
for (m in 1:rowdim){
if (entrydata[m,1]==k) {fullfreqdata[k,2]<-entrydata[m,2];
break}
}
}
# calculate summary statistics on full data
w<-sum(fullfreqdata[,2])
n<-sum(fullfreqdata[,1]*fullfreqdata[,2])
# subset data below tau
freqdata<-fullfreqdata[1:tau,]
# calculate summary statistics and MLE estimate of n0 and C
w.tau<-sum(freqdata[,2])
n.tau<-sum(freqdata[,1]*freqdata[,2])
R.hat<-(n.tau/w.tau-1)
MLE.est.n0<-w.tau/R.hat
MLE.est.C<-MLE.est.n0+w
### Step 3: calculate posterior
# initialize vectors
# specify total number of iterations
iterations<-iterations+burn.in
R<-c(Metropolis.start.theta,rep(1,iterations-1))
n0<-rep(0,iterations)
D.post<-rep(0,iterations)
a1<-0
for (i in 2:iterations){
## sample from p(theta|x)
# propose value for theta
R.new<-abs(rnorm(1,mean=R[i-1],sd=Metropolis.stdev.theta))
# calculate log of acceptance ratio
logr<-((n.tau-w.tau-0.5)*log(R.new)-n.tau*log(R.new+1))
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-((n.tau-w.tau-0.5)*log(R[i-1])-n.tau*log(R[i-1]+1))
# calculate acceptance ratio
r<-exp(logr)
# accept or reject propsed value
if (runif(1)<min(r,1)) {R[i]<-R.new ; a1<-a1+1}
else R[i]<-R[i-1]
## sample from p(C|theta,x)
n0[i]<-rnbinom(1,size=w.tau+1,prob=R[i]/(R[i]+1))
## calculate deviance from current sample
# calculate log((n0[i]+w.tau)!/n0[i]!)
N3.curr<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3.curr[j+1]<-log(n0[i]+w.tau-j)
}
N2.curr<-sum(N3.curr)
# calculate deviance
D.post[i]<-(-2)*(N2.curr-sum(log(factorial(freqdata[,2])))
+n.tau*log(R[i])+(-n0[i]-w.tau-n.tau)*log(1+R[i]))
}
### Step 4: model diagnostics
## 1) deviance at posterior mean
mean.R<-mean(R[(burn.in+1):iterations])
mean.n0<-mean(n0[(burn.in+1):iterations])
## calculate log((mean.n0+w.tau)!/mean.n0!)
N3.mean<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3.mean[j+1]<-log(mean.n0+w.tau-j)
}
N2.mean<-sum(N3.mean)
loglik.post.mean<-N2.mean-sum(log(factorial(freqdata[,2])))
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+n.tau*log(mean.R)-(mean.n0+w.tau+n.tau)*log(1+mean.R)
D.mean<-(-2)*loglik.post.mean
## 2) posterior mean and median deviance
mean.D<-mean(D.post[(burn.in+1):iterations])
median.D<-quantile(D.post[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
## 3) model complexity
p.D<-mean.D-D.mean
## 4) Deviance information criterion
DIC<-2*mean.D-D.mean
### Step 5: fitted values based on medians of the marginal
posteriors
median.R<-quantile(R[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
median.n0<-quantile(n0[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
fits<-rep(0,tau)
for (k in 1:tau){
fits[k]<-(median.n0+w.tau)*dgeom(k,1/(1+median.R))
}
fitted.values<-data.frame(cbind(j=seq(1,tau),fits,count=
freqdata[,2]))
### Step 6: results
# this library is needed to use function export.eps
library(HH)
hist.points<-hist(n0[(burn.in+1):iterations],breaks=seq(
0,max(n0[(burn.in+1):iterations])+1)-0.5)
results<-data.frame(
filename=filename,
w=w,
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n=n,
MLE.est.C=MLE.est.C,
tau=tau,
w.tau=w.tau,
n.tau=n.tau,
iterations=iterations,
burn.in=burn.in,
acceptance.rate.theta=a1/iterations,
mode.C=hist.points$mids[which.max(hist.points$intensities)]+w,
mean.C=mean.n0+w,
median.C=quantile(n0,probs=.5,names=F)+w,
LCI.C=quantile(n0,probs=.025,names=F)+w,
UCI.C=quantile(n0,probs=.975,names=F)+w,
mean.D=mean.D,
median.D=median.D,
DIC
)
# print results and fitted values
print(t(results),quote=F)
print(fitted.values)
# output results and fitted values
write.csv(t(results),filename.analysis,quote=F)
write.csv(fitted.values,filename.fits,quote=F)
# trace plot for C
# first thin values of C
# must be a divisor of (iterations-burn.in)
iterations.trace<-min(10000,iterations-burn.in)
N.thin<-rep(0,iterations.trace)
for (k in 1:iterations.trace){
N.thin[k]<-n0[k*((iterations-burn.in)/iterations.trace)]+w
}
# make trace plot
plot(1:iterations.trace,N.thin,xlab="",ylab="")
mtext("Iteration Number",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
mtext("Total Number of Species",2,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
export.eps(filename.trace)
# autocorrelation plot for C
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my2.acf<-acf(n0[(burn.in+1):iterations],type="correlation")
plot(my2.acf,main="",ylab="",xlab="")
mtext("Lag",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
mtext("ACF",2,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
export.eps(filename.AC)
# histogram of C with a bar for each discrete value
hist(n0[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w,breaks=seq(w,max(n0[
(burn.in+1):iterations])+1+w)-0.5,main="",xlab="",col=5,
freq=F,ylab="")
mtext("Total Number of Species",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
box()
export.eps(filename.C)
6.8 Reference Prior for the Geometric Model
###
### R script
### Exponential-mixed Poisson model
### joint reference prior
###
###
###
### Step 1: program specifications
# maximum frequency of the data to be analyzed
tau<-10
# number of burn in iterations
burn.in<-1000
# number of posterior samples
iterations<-50000
# tuning parameter large -> small var
Metropolis.stdev.N<-2
# starting value for theta
Metropolis.start.theta<-1
# stdev for Metropolis algorithm for theta
Metropolis.stdev.theta<-1
# location of data
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filename<-"C:/Documents and Settings/MyData.txt"
## names of output files
# location of trace plot
filename.trace<-"C:/MyData.trace.eps"
# location of autocorrelation plot
filename.AC<-"C:/MyData.AC.eps"
# location of posterior samples of C plot
filename.C<-"C:/MyData.C.eps"
# location of analysis file
filename.analysis<-"C:/MyData.analysis.txt"
# location of analysis file
filename.fits<-"C:/MyData.fits.txt"
### Step 2: format data
entrydata<-read.table(filename,col.names=c("frequency","count"))
rowdim<-dim(entrydata)[1]
fmaxdata<-entrydata[rowdim,1]
fullfreqdata<-cbind(seq(1,fmaxdata),rep(0,fmaxdata))
# make sure freqdata is frequency data with zeros
for (k in 1:fmaxdata){
for (m in 1:rowdim){
if (entrydata[m,1]==k) {fullfreqdata[k,2]<-entrydata[m,2];
break}
}
}
# calculate summary statistics on full data
w<-sum(fullfreqdata[,2])
n<-sum(fullfreqdata[,1]*fullfreqdata[,2])
# subset data below tau
freqdata<-fullfreqdata[1:tau,]
# calculate summary statistics and MLE estimate of n0 and C
w.tau<-sum(freqdata[,2])
n.tau<-sum(freqdata[,1]*freqdata[,2])
R.hat<-(n.tau/w.tau-1)
MLE.est.n0<-w.tau/R.hat
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MLE.est.N<-MLE.est.n0+w
### Step 3: calculate posterior
## initialization
iterations<-iterations+burn.in
N<-rep(0,iterations)
R<-c(Metropolis.start.theta,rep(1,iterations-1))
# to track acceptance rate of theta
a1<-0
# to track acceptance rate of N
a2<-0
# starting value based on MLE of C
N[1]<-ceiling(MLE.est.N)
D.post<-rep(0,iterations)
for (i in 2:iterations){
## sample from p(theta|C,x)
# propose value for theta
R.new<-abs(rnorm(1,mean=R[i-1],sd=Metropolis.stdev.theta))
# calculate log of acceptance ratio
logr1<-(-N[i-1]-n.tau-1/2)*log(1+R.new)+(n.tau-1/2)
*log(R.new)-(-N[i-1]-n.tau-1/2)*log(1+R[i-1])-(n.tau
-1/2)*log(R[i-1])
# calculate acceptance ratio
r1<-exp(logr1)
# accept or reject propsed value
if (runif(1)<min(r1,1)) {R[i]<-R.new ; a1<-a1+1}
else R[i]<-R[i-1]
## sample from p(C|theta,x)
## make sure N.new >=w.tau
repeat {
N.new<-rnbinom(1,mu=N[i-1],size=Metropolis.stdev.N)
if(N.new>w.tau-1)
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break
}
## calculate log(N.new!/(N.new-w.tau)!)
N3.new<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3.new[j+1]<-log(N.new-j)
}
N2.new<-sum(N3.new)
## calculate log(N[i-1]!/(N[i-1]-w.tau)!)
N3<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3[j+1]<-log(N[i-1]-j)
}
N2<-sum(N3)
# calculate log of acceptance ratio
logr2<-(N2.new-(1/2)*log(N.new)-N.new*log(1+R[i]))
-(N2-(1/2)*log(N[i-1])-N[i-1]*log(1+R[i]))+(log(
dnbinom(N[i-1],mu=N.new,size=Metropolis.stdev.N)))-(
log(dnbinom(N.new,mu=N[i-1],size=Metropolis.stdev.N)))
# calculate acceptance ratio
r2<-exp(logr2)
# accept or reject propsed value
if (runif(1)<min(r2,1)) {N[i]<-N.new ; a2<-a2+1}
else N[i]<-N[i-1]
## calculate deviance from current sample
# calculate log(N[i]!/(N[i]-w.tau)!)
N3.curr<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3.curr[j+1]<-log(N[i]-j)
}
N2.curr<-sum(N3.curr)
# calculate deviance
D.post[i]<-(-2)*(N2.curr-sum(log(factorial(freqdata[,2])))
+n.tau*log(R[i])+(-N[i]-n.tau)*log(1+R[i]))
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}### Step 4: model diagnostics
## 1) deviance at posterior mean
mean.R<-mean(R[(burn.in+1):iterations])
mean.N<-mean(N[(burn.in+1):iterations])
## calculate log(mean.N!/(mean.N-w.tau)!)
N3.mean<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3.mean[j+1]<-log(mean.N-j)
}
N2.mean<-sum(N3.mean)
loglik.post.mean<-N2.mean-sum(log(factorial(freqdata[,2])))
+n.tau*log(mean.R)-(mean.N+n.tau)*log(1+mean.R)
D.mean<-(-2)*loglik.post.mean
## 2) posterior mean and median deviances
mean.D<-mean(D.post[(burn.in+1):iterations])
median.D<-quantile(D.post[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
## 3) model complexity
p.D<-mean.D-D.mean
## 4) Deviance information criterion
DIC<-2*mean.D-D.mean
### Step 5: fitted values based on medians of the marginal
posteriors
median.R<-quantile(R[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
median.N<-quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
fits<-rep(0,tau)
for (k in 1:tau){
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fits[k]<-(median.N)*dexp(k,1/(1+median.R))
}
fitted.values<-data.frame(cbind(j=seq(1,tau),fits,count=
freqdata[,2]))
### Step 6: results
# this library is needed to use function export.eps
library(HH)
hist.points<-hist(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,
breaks=seq(w,max(N)+w-w.tau+1)-0.5)
results<-data.frame(
filename=filename,
w=w,
n=n,
MLE.est.C=MLE.est.N,
tau=tau,
w.tau=w.tau,
n.tau=n.tau,
iterations=iterations,
burn.in=burn.in,
acceptance.rate.theta=a1/iterations,
acceptance.rate.N=a2/iterations,
mode.C=hist.points$mids[which.max(hist.points$intensities)],
mean.C=mean(N[(burn.in+1):iterations])+w-w.tau,
median.C=quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,probs=.5,
names=F),
LCI.C=quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,probs=.025,
names=F),
UCI.C=quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,probs=.975,
names=F),
mean.D=mean.D,
median.D=median.D,
DIC
)
# print results and fitted values
print(t(results),quote=F)
print(fitted.values)
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# output results and fitted values
write.csv(t(results),filename.analysis,quote=F)
write.csv(fitted.values,filename.fits,quote=F)
# trace plot for C
# first thin values of C if there are more than 10,000
iterations
# must be a divisor of (iterations-burn.in)
iterations.trace<-min(10000,iterations-burn.in)
N.thin<-rep(0,iterations.trace)
for (k in 1:iterations.trace){
N.thin[k]<-N[k*((iterations-burn.in)/iterations.trace)]
}
# make trace plot
plot(1:iterations.trace,N.thin,xlab="",ylab="")
mtext("Iteration Number",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
mtext("Total Number of Species",2,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
export.eps(filename.trace)
# autocorrelation plot for C
my2.acf<-acf(N[(burn.in+1):iterations],type="correlation")
plot(my2.acf,main="",ylab="",xlab="")
mtext("Lag",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
mtext("ACF",2,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
export.eps(filename.AC)
# histogram of C with a bar for each discrete value
hist(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,breaks=seq(w,max(N[
(burn.in+1):iterations])+w-w.tau+1)-0.5,main="",xlab="",
col=’purple’,freq=F,ylab="")
mtext("Total Number of Species",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
box()
export.eps(filename.C)
6.9 Jeffreys Prior for the Negative Binomial Model
###
### R script
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### Negative Binomial (Gamma-mixed Poisson) model
### Jeffreys prior for C, pi(C)=C^(1/2)
### independent cauchy(scale=1) priors for T1T2
###
###
### Step 1: program specifications
# maximum frequency of the data to be analyzed
tau<-10
# number of burn in iterations
burn.in<-1000
# number of posterior samples
iterations<-50000
# tuning parameter large -> small var
Metropolis.stdev.N<-6
# stating values for theta1
Metropolis.start.T1<-(-0.8)
# stdev for Metropolis algorithm for theta1
Metropolis.stdev.T1<-0.01
# stating values for theta2
Metropolis.start.T2<-0.8
# stdev for Metropolis algorithm for theta2
Metropolis.stdev.T2<-0.01
# location of data
filename<-"C:/Documents and Settings/MyData.txt"
# width of bars in histogram for Cbars; must be an integer
bars<-3
## names of output files
# location of trace plot
filename.trace<-"C:/MyData.trace.eps"
# location of autocorrelation plot
filename.AC<-"C:/MyData.AC.eps"
# location of posterior samples of C plot
filename.C<-"C:/MyData.C.eps"
# location of posterior samples of Cbars plot
filename.Cbars<-"C:/MyData.Cbars.eps"
# location of analysis file
filename.analysis<-"C:/MyData.analysis.txt"
# location of analysis file
filename.fits<-"C:/MyData.fits.txt"
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### Step 2: format data
entrydata<-read.table(filename,col.names=c("frequency","count"))
rowdim<-dim(entrydata)[1]
fmaxdata<-entrydata[rowdim,1]
fullfreqdata<-cbind(seq(1,fmaxdata),rep(0,fmaxdata))
# make sure freqdata is frequency data with zeros
for (k in 1:fmaxdata){
for (m in 1:rowdim){
if (entrydata[m,1]==k) {fullfreqdata[k,2]<-entrydata[m,2];
break}
}
}
# calculate NP estimate of n0
w<-sum(fullfreqdata[,2])
n<-sum(fullfreqdata[,1]*fullfreqdata[,2])
NP.est.n0<-w/(1-fullfreqdata[1,2]/n)-w
# subset data below tau
freqdata<-fullfreqdata[1:tau,]
# calculate summary statistics
w.tau<-sum(freqdata[,2])
n.tau<-sum(freqdata[,1]*freqdata[,2])
### Step 3: calculate posterior
# this library is needed to use function mvrnorm
library(MASS)
## initialization
iterations<-iterations+burn.in
N<-rep(0,iterations)
T1T2<-matrix(rep(c(Metropolis.start.T1,Metropolis.start.T2),
each=iterations),ncol=2)
# to track acceptance rate of T1T2
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a1<-0
# to track acceptance rate of N
a2<-0
# starting value based on nonparametric estimate of n0
N[1]<-ceiling(NP.est.n0)+w.tau
# storage for deviance replicates
D.post<-rep(0,iterations)
for (i in 2:iterations){
## sample from p(T1T2|N,x)
## propose value T1T2 from a bivariate normal dist.;
make sure T1T2.new > {-1,0}
repeat {
T1T2.new<-mvrnorm(1, c(T1T2[i-1,1],T1T2[i-1,2]), matrix(c(
Metropolis.stdev.T1,0,0,Metropolis.stdev.T2),nrow=2))
if(T1T2.new[1]>(-1) & T1T2.new[2]>0)
break
}
# calculate log of acceptance ratio
logr1<-(-1)*log(T1T2.new[1]^2+2*T1T2.new[1]+2)-log(
1+T1T2.new[2]^2)+n.tau*log(T1T2.new[2])-(N[i-1]
*(1+T1T2.new[1])+n.tau)*log(1+T1T2.new[1]
+T1T2.new[2])+N[i-1]*(1+T1T2.new[1])*log(1+
T1T2.new[1])+sum(freqdata[,2]*lgamma(1+T1T2.new[1]
+freqdata[,1]))-w.tau*lgamma(1+T1T2.new[1])+log(
T1T2[i-1,1]^2+2*T1T2[i-1,1]+2)+log(1+T1T2[i-1,2]^2)
-n.tau*log(T1T2[i-1,2])+(N[i-1]*(1+T1T2[i-1,1])
+n.tau)*log(1+T1T2[i-1,1]+T1T2[i-1,2])-N[i-1]*(1+
T1T2[i-1,1])*log(1+T1T2[i-1,1])-sum(freqdata[,2]
*lgamma(1+T1T2[i-1,1]+freqdata[,1]))+w.tau*lgamma(
1+T1T2[i-1,1])
# calculate acceptance ratio
r1<-exp(logr1)
# accept or reject propsed value
if (runif(1)<min(r1,1)) {T1T2[i,]<-T1T2.new ; a1<-a1+1}
else T1T2[i,]<-T1T2[i-1,]
## sample from p(N|A,G,x)
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## make sure N.new >=w.tau
repeat {
N.new<-rnbinom(1,mu=N[i-1],size=Metropolis.stdev.N)
if(N.new>w.tau-1)
break
}
## calculate log(N.new!/(N.new-w.tau)!)
N3.new<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3.new[j+1]<-log(N.new-j)
}
N2.new<-sum(N3.new)
## calculate log(N[i-1]!/(N[i-1]-w.tau)!)
N3<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3[j+1]<-log(N[i-1]-j)
}
N2<-sum(N3)
# calculate log of acceptance ratio
logr2<-(1/2)*log(N.new)+N2.new+N.new*(1+T1T2[i,1])
*log((1+T1T2[i,1])/(1+T1T2[i,1]+T1T2[i,2]))+log(
dnbinom(N[i-1],mu=N.new,size=Metropolis.stdev.N))
-(1/2)*log(N[i-1])-N2-N[i-1]*(1+T1T2[i,1])*log((1+
T1T2[i,1])/(1+T1T2[i,1]+T1T2[i,2]))-log(dnbinom(N.new,
mu=N[i-1],size=Metropolis.stdev.N))
# calculate acceptance ratio
r2<-exp(logr2)
# accept or reject propsed value
if (runif(1)<min(r2,1)) {N[i]<-N.new ; a2<-a2+1}
else N[i]<-N[i-1]
## calculate deviance from current sample
# calculate log(N[i]!/(N[i]-w.tau)!)
N3.curr<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3.curr[j+1]<-log(N[i]-j)
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}N2.curr<-sum(N3.curr)
# calculate deviance
D.post[i]<-(-2)*(N2.curr+n.tau*log(T1T2[i,2])-(N[i]
*(1+T1T2[i,1])+n.tau)*log(1+T1T2[i,1]+T1T2[i,2])
+N[i]*(1+T1T2[i,1])*log(1+T1T2[i,1])+sum(freqdata[,2]
*lgamma(1+T1T2[i,1]+freqdata[,1]))-w.tau*lgamma(1+
T1T2[i,1])-sum(log(factorial(freqdata[,2])))-sum(
freqdata[,2]*lgamma(freqdata[,1]+1)))
}
### Step 4: model diagnostics
## 1) deviance at posterior mean
mean.T1<-mean(T1T2[(burn.in+1):iterations,1])
mean.T2<-mean(T1T2[(burn.in+1):iterations,2])
mean.N<-mean(N[(burn.in+1):iterations])
## calculate log(mean.N!/(mean.N-w.tau)!)
N3.mean<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3.mean[j+1]<-log(mean.N-j)
}
N2.mean<-sum(N3.mean)
D.mean<-(-2)*(N2.mean+n.tau*log(mean.T2)-(mean.N*(1+mean.T1)
+n.tau)*log(1+mean.T1+mean.T2)+mean.N*(1+mean.T1)*log(1+
mean.T1)+sum(freqdata[,2]*lgamma(1+mean.T1+freqdata[,1]))
-w.tau*lgamma(1+mean.T1)-sum(log(factorial(freqdata[,2])))
-sum(freqdata[,2]*lgamma(freqdata[,1]+1)))
## 2) posterior mean and median deviances
mean.D<-mean(D.post[(burn.in+1):iterations])
median.D<-quantile(D.post[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
## 3) model complexity
p.D<-mean.D-D.mean
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## 4) Deviance information criterion
DIC<-2*mean.D-D.mean
### Step 5: fitted values based on medians of the marginal
posteriors
median.T1<-quantile(T1T2[(burn.in+1):iterations,1],probs=.5,
names=F)
median.T2<-quantile(T1T2[(burn.in+1):iterations,2],probs=.5,
names=F)
median.N<-quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
fits<-rep(0,tau)
for (k in 1:tau){
fits[k]<-(median.N)*dnbinom(k,size=median.T1+1,prob=
(median.T1+1)/(median.T1+median.T2+1))
}
fitted.values<-data.frame(cbind(j=seq(1,tau),fits,count=
freqdata[,2]))
### Step 6: results
# this library is needed to use function export.eps
library(HH)
hist.points<-hist(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,breaks=
seq(w,max(N)+w-w.tau+1)-0.5)
results<-data.frame(
filename=filename,
w=w,
n=n,
NP.est.C=NP.est.n0+w,
tau=tau,
w.tau=w.tau,
n.tau=n.tau,
iterations=iterations,
burn.in=burn.in,
acceptance.rate.T1T2=a1/iterations,
acceptance.rate.N=a2/iterations,
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mode.N=hist.points$mids[which.max(hist.points$intensities)],
mean.N=mean(N[(burn.in+1):iterations])+w-w.tau,
median.N=quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,probs=.5,
names=F),
LCI.N=quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,probs=.025,
names=F),
UCI.N=quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,probs=.975,
names=F),
mean.D=mean.D,
median.D=median.D,
DIC
)
# print results and fitted values
print(t(results),quote=F)
print(fitted.values)
# output results and fitted values
write.csv(t(results),filename.analysis,quote=F)
write.csv(fitted.values,filename.fits,quote=F)
# trace plot for C
# first thin values of C if there are more than 10,000
iterations
# must be a divisor of (iterations-burn.in)
iterations.trace<-min(10000,iterations-burn.in)
N.thin<-rep(0,iterations.trace)
for (k in 1:iterations.trace){
N.thin[k]<-N[k*((iterations-burn.in)/iterations.trace)]
}
# make trace plot
plot(1:iterations.trace,N.thin,xlab="",ylab="")
mtext("Iteration Number",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
mtext("Total Number of Species",2,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
export.eps(filename.trace)
# autocorrelation plot for C
my2.acf<-acf(N[(burn.in+1):iterations],type="correlation")
plot(my2.acf,main="",ylab="",xlab="")
mtext("Lag",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
mtext("ACF",2,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
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export.eps(filename.AC)
# histogram of C with a bar for each discrete value
hist(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,breaks=seq(w,max(N[
(burn.in+1):iterations])+w-w.tau+1)-0.5,main="",xlab="",
col=’purple’,freq=F,ylab="")
mtext("Total Number of Species",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
box()
export.eps(filename.C)
# a histogram with # bars for each discrete value
hist(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,breaks=seq(w,max(N[
(burn.in+1):iterations])+w-w.tau+1,length=(max(N[
(burn.in+1):iterations])-w.tau+1)/bars+1)-0.5,main="",
xlab="",col=’purple’,freq=F,ylab="",xlim=c(w,quantile(N[
(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,probs=.975,names=F)))
mtext("Total Number of Species",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
box()
export.eps(filename.Cbars)
6.10 Reference Prior for the Negative Binomial
Model
###
### R script
### Negative Binomial (Gamma-mixed Poisson) model
### reference prior for C
### independent cauchy(scale=1) priors for T1T2
###
###
### Step 1: program specifications
# maximum frequency of the data to be analyzed
tau<-10
# number of burn in iterations
burn.in<-1000
# number of posterior samples
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iterations<-50000
# tuning parameter large -> small var
Metropolis.stdev.N<-6
# stating values for theta1
Metropolis.start.T1<-(-0.8)
# stdev for Metropolis algorithm for theta1
Metropolis.stdev.T1<-0.01
# stating values for theta2
Metropolis.start.T2<-0.8
# stdev for Metropolis algorithm for theta2
Metropolis.stdev.T2<-0.01
# location of data
filename<-"C:/Documents and Settings/MyData.txt"
# width of bars in histogram for Cbars; must be an integer
bars<-3
## names of output files
# location of trace plot
filename.trace<-"C:/MyData.trace.eps"
# location of autocorrelation plot
filename.AC<-"C:/MyData.AC.eps"
# location of posterior samples of C plot
filename.C<-"C:/MyData.C.eps"
# location of posterior samples of Cbars plot
filename.Cbars<-"C:/MyData.Cbars.eps"
# location of analysis file
filename.analysis<-"C:/MyData.analysis.txt"
# location of analysis file
filename.fits<-"C:/MyData.fits.txt"
### Step 2: format data
entrydata<-read.table(filename,col.names=c("frequency","count"))
rowdim<-dim(entrydata)[1]
fmaxdata<-entrydata[rowdim,1]
fullfreqdata<-cbind(seq(1,fmaxdata),rep(0,fmaxdata))
# make sure freqdata is frequency data with zeros
for (k in 1:fmaxdata){
for (m in 1:rowdim){
if (entrydata[m,1]==k) {fullfreqdata[k,2]<-entrydata[m,2];
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break}
}
}
# calculate NP estimate of n0
w<-sum(fullfreqdata[,2])
n<-sum(fullfreqdata[,1]*fullfreqdata[,2])
NP.est.n0<-w/(1-fullfreqdata[1,2]/n)-w
# subset data below tau
freqdata<-fullfreqdata[1:tau,]
# calculate summary statistics
w.tau<-sum(freqdata[,2])
n.tau<-sum(freqdata[,1]*freqdata[,2])
### Step 3: calculate posterior
# this library is needed to use function mvrnorm
library(MASS)
## initialization
iterations<-iterations+burn.in
N<-rep(0,iterations)
T1T2<-matrix(rep(c(Metropolis.start.T1,Metropolis.start.T2),
each=iterations),ncol=2)
# to track acceptance rate of T1T2
a1<-0
# to track acceptance rate of N
a2<-0
# starting value based on nonparametric estimate of n0
N[1]<-ceiling(NP.est.n0)+w.tau
# storage for deviance replicates
D.post<-rep(0,iterations)
for (i in 2:iterations){
## sample from p(T1T2|N,x)
## propose value T1T2 from a bivariate normal dist.;
make sure T1T2.new > {-1,0}
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repeat {
T1T2.new<-mvrnorm(1, c(T1T2[i-1,1],T1T2[i-1,2]),
matrix(c(Metropolis.stdev.T1,0,0,Metropolis.stdev.T2),
nrow=2))
if(T1T2.new[1]>(-1) & T1T2.new[2]>0)
break
}
# calculate log of acceptance ratio
logr1<-(-1)*log(T1T2.new[1]^2+2*T1T2.new[1]+2)-log(1+
T1T2.new[2]^2)+n.tau*log(T1T2.new[2])-(N[i-1]*(1+
T1T2.new[1])+n.tau)*log(1+T1T2.new[1]+T1T2.new[2])
+N[i-1]*(1+T1T2.new[1])*log(1+T1T2.new[1])+sum(
freqdata[,2]*lgamma(1+T1T2.new[1]+freqdata[,1]))
-w.tau*lgamma(1+T1T2.new[1])+log(T1T2[i-1,1]^2+2
*T1T2[i-1,1]+2)+log(1+T1T2[i-1,2]^2)-n.tau*log(
T1T2[i-1,2])+(N[i-1]*(1+T1T2[i-1,1])+n.tau)*log(1+
T1T2[i-1,1]+T1T2[i-1,2])-N[i-1]*(1+T1T2[i-1,1])
*log(1+T1T2[i-1,1])-sum(freqdata[,2]*lgamma(1+
T1T2[i-1,1]+freqdata[,1]))+w.tau*lgamma(1+
T1T2[i-1,1])
# calculate acceptance ratio
r1<-exp(logr1)
# accept or reject propsed value
if (runif(1)<min(r1,1)) {T1T2[i,]<-T1T2.new ; a1<-a1+1}
else T1T2[i,]<-T1T2[i-1,]
## sample from p(N|A,G,x)
## make sure N.new >=w.tau
repeat {
N.new<-rnbinom(1,mu=N[i-1],size=Metropolis.stdev.N)
if(N.new>w.tau-1)
break
}
## calculate log(N.new!/(N.new-w.tau)!)
N3.new<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3.new[j+1]<-log(N.new-j)
}
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N2.new<-sum(N3.new)
## calculate log(N[i-1]!/(N[i-1]-w.tau)!)
N3<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3[j+1]<-log(N[i-1]-j)
}
N2<-sum(N3)
# calculate log of acceptance ratio
logr2<-(-1/2)*log(N.new)+N2.new+N.new*(1+T1T2[i,1])
*log((1+T1T2[i,1])/(1+T1T2[i,1]+T1T2[i,2]))+log(
dnbinom(N[i-1],mu=N.new,size=Metropolis.stdev.N))+
(1/2)*log(N[i-1])-N2-N[i-1]*(1+T1T2[i,1])*log((1+
T1T2[i,1])/(1+T1T2[i,1]+T1T2[i,2]))-log(dnbinom(
N.new,mu=N[i-1],size=Metropolis.stdev.N))
# calculate acceptance ratio
r2<-exp(logr2)
# accept or reject propsed value
if (runif(1)<min(r2,1)) {N[i]<-N.new ; a2<-a2+1}
else N[i]<-N[i-1]
## calculate deviance from current sample
# calculate log(N[i]!/(N[i]-w.tau)!)
N3.curr<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3.curr[j+1]<-log(N[i]-j)
}
N2.curr<-sum(N3.curr)
# calculate deviance
D.post[i]<-(-2)*(N2.curr+n.tau*log(T1T2[i,2])-(N[i]*(1+
T1T2[i,1])+n.tau)*log(1+T1T2[i,1]+T1T2[i,2])+N[i]
*(1+T1T2[i,1])*log(1+T1T2[i,1])+sum(freqdata[,2]
*lgamma(1+T1T2[i,1]+freqdata[,1]))-w.tau*lgamma(1+
T1T2[i,1])-sum(log(factorial(freqdata[,2])))-sum(
freqdata[,2]*lgamma(freqdata[,1]+1)))
}
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### Step 4: model diagnostics
## 1) deviance at posterior mean
mean.T1<-mean(T1T2[(burn.in+1):iterations,1])
mean.T2<-mean(T1T2[(burn.in+1):iterations,2])
mean.N<-mean(N[(burn.in+1):iterations])
## calculate log(mean.N!/(mean.N-w.tau)!)
N3.mean<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3.mean[j+1]<-log(mean.N-j)
}
N2.mean<-sum(N3.mean)
D.mean<-(-2)*(N2.mean+n.tau*log(mean.T2)-(mean.N*(1+mean.T1)
+n.tau)*log(1+mean.T1+mean.T2)+mean.N*(1+mean.T1)*log(1+
mean.T1)+sum(freqdata[,2]*lgamma(1+mean.T1+freqdata[,1]))
-w.tau*lgamma(1+mean.T1)-sum(log(factorial(freqdata[,2])))
-sum(freqdata[,2]*lgamma(freqdata[,1]+1)))
## 2) posterior mean and median deviances
mean.D<-mean(D.post[(burn.in+1):iterations])
median.D<-quantile(D.post[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
## 3) model complexity
p.D<-mean.D-D.mean
## 4) Deviance information criterion
DIC<-2*mean.D-D.mean
### Step 5: fitted values based on medians of the marginal
posteriors
median.T1<-quantile(T1T2[(burn.in+1):iterations,1],probs=.5,
names=F)
median.T2<-quantile(T1T2[(burn.in+1):iterations,2],probs=.5,
names=F)
median.N<-quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
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fits<-rep(0,tau)
for (k in 1:tau){
fits[k]<-(median.N)*dnbinom(k,size=median.T1+1,prob=
(median.T1+1)/(median.T1+median.T2+1))
}
fitted.values<-data.frame(cbind(j=seq(1,tau),fits,count=
freqdata[,2]))
### Step 6: results
# this library is needed to use function export.eps
library(HH)
hist.points<-hist(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,breaks=
seq(w,max(N)+w-w.tau+1)-0.5)
results<-data.frame(
filename=filename,
w=w,
n=n,
NP.est.C=NP.est.n0+w,
tau=tau,
w.tau=w.tau,
n.tau=n.tau,
iterations=iterations,
burn.in=burn.in,
acceptance.rate.T1T2=a1/iterations,
acceptance.rate.N=a2/iterations,
mode.N=hist.points$mids[which.max(hist.points$intensities)],
mean.N=mean(N[(burn.in+1):iterations])+w-w.tau,
median.N=quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,probs=.5,
names=F),
LCI.N=quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,probs=.025,
names=F),
UCI.N=quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,probs=.975,
names=F),
mean.D=mean.D,
median.D=median.D,
DIC
)
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# print results and fitted values
print(t(results),quote=F)
print(fitted.values)
# output results and fitted values
write.csv(t(results),filename.analysis,quote=F)
write.csv(fitted.values,filename.fits,quote=F)
# trace plot for C
# first thin values of C if there are more than 10,000
iterations
# must be a divisor of (iterations-burn.in)
iterations.trace<-min(10000,iterations-burn.in)
N.thin<-rep(0,iterations.trace)
for (k in 1:iterations.trace){
N.thin[k]<-N[k*((iterations-burn.in)/iterations.trace)]
}
# make trace plot
plot(1:iterations.trace,N.thin,xlab="",ylab="")
mtext("Iteration Number",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
mtext("Total Number of Species",2,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
export.eps(filename.trace)
# autocorrelation plot for C
my2.acf<-acf(N[(burn.in+1):iterations],type="correlation")
plot(my2.acf,main="",ylab="",xlab="")
mtext("Lag",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
mtext("ACF",2,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
export.eps(filename.AC)
# histogram of C with a bar for each discrete value
hist(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,breaks=seq(w,max(N[
(burn.in+1):iterations])+w-w.tau+1)-0.5,main="",xlab="",
col=’purple’,freq=F,ylab="")
mtext("Total Number of Species",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
box()
export.eps(filename.C)
# a histogram with # bars for each discrete value
hist(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,breaks=seq(w,max(N[
(burn.in+1):iterations])+w-w.tau+1,length=(max(N[
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(burn.in+1):iterations])-w.tau+1)/bars+1)-0.5,main="",
xlab="",col=’purple’,freq=F,ylab="",xlim=c(w,quantile(N[
(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,probs=.975,names=F)))
mtext("Total Number of Species",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
box()
export.eps(filename.Cbars)
6.11 Jeffreys Prior for the Two-mixed Geomet-
ric Model
###
### R script
### Mixture of 2 Geometrics (parameters N, T1, T2, A=alpha)
### Jeffreys prior for C, pi(C)=C
### uniform prior for alpha
### pi(T)=T^(-1/2)*(1+T)^(-1)
###
###
### Step 1: program specifications
# maximum frequency of the data to be analyzed
tau<-10
# number of burn in iterations
burn.in<-1000
# number of posterior samples
iterations<-50000
# tuning parameter for C, controls var of jumping dist
Metropolis.stdev.N<-4
# starting value, MLE of T1
Metropolis.start.T1<-0.5
# stdev for proposal dist for T1
Metropolis.stdev.T1<-0.6
# starting value, MLE of T2
Metropolis.start.T2<-7
# stdev for proposal dist for T2
Metropolis.stdev.T2<-0.6
# location of data
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filename<-"C:/Documents and Settings/MyData.txt"
# width of bars in histogram for Cbars; must be an integer
bars<-3
## names of output files
# location of trace plot
filename.trace<-"C:/MyData.trace.eps"
# location of autocorrelation plot
filename.AC<-"C:/MyData.AC.eps"
# location of posterior samples of C plot
filename.C<-"C:/MyData.C.eps"
# location of analysis file
filename.analysis<-"C:/MyData.analysis.txt"
# location of analysis file
filename.fits<-"C:/MyData.fits.txt"
### Step 2: format data
entrydata<-read.table(filename,col.names=c("frequency","count"))
rowdim<-dim(entrydata)[1]
fmaxdata<-entrydata[rowdim,1]
fullfreqdata<-cbind(seq(1,fmaxdata),rep(0,fmaxdata))
# make sure freqdata is frequency data with zeros
for (k in 1:fmaxdata){
for (m in 1:rowdim){
if (entrydata[m,1]==k) {fullfreqdata[k,2]<-entrydata[m,2];
break}
}
}
# calculate NP estimate of n0
w<-sum(fullfreqdata[,2])
n<-sum(fullfreqdata[,1]*fullfreqdata[,2])
NP.est.n0<-w/(1-fullfreqdata[1,2]/n)-w
# subset data below tau
freqdata<-fullfreqdata[1:tau,]
# calculate summary statistics
w.tau<-sum(freqdata[,2])
n.tau<-sum(freqdata[,1]*freqdata[,2])
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### Step 3: calculate posterior
## initialization
iterations<-iterations+burn.in
A<-rep(0,iterations)
T1<-rep(0,iterations)
T2<-rep(0,iterations)
N<-rep(0,iterations)
# to track acceptance rate of N
a1<-0
# starting value, nonparametric estimate of n0
N[1]<-ceiling(NP.est.n0)+w.tau
# starting value, MLE of T1
T1[1]<-Metropolis.start.T1
# starting value, MLE of T2
T2[1]<-Metropolis.start.T2
A[1]<-0.5
# storage for deviance replicates
D.post<-rep(0,iterations)
for (i in 2:iterations){
## sample from p(Z|A,T1,T2,X,N)
## create a new vector of length N[i-1]
Z<-rep(0,length=N[i-1])
## create a full data vector
X<-c(rep(0,N[i-1]-w.tau),rep(freqdata[,1],times=
freqdata[,2]))
## sample random bernoulli with appropriate success
prob for each Z[k]; do not allow for Z all zeros
or ones
for (k in 1:N[i-1]){
Z[k]<-rbinom(1,1,prob=A[i-1]*(1/(1+T1[i-1]))
*(T1[i-1]/(1+T1[i-1]))^X[k]/((A[i-1]*(1/(1
+T1[i-1]))*(T1[i-1]/(1+T1[i-1]))^X[k])+((1-A[i-1])
*(1/(1+T2[i-1]))*(T2[i-1]/(1+T2[i-1]))^X[k])))
}
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## sample from p(A|Z,T1,T2,X,N)
## sample from beta dist
A[i]<-rbeta(1,shape1=sum(Z)+1,shape2=N[i-1]-sum(Z)+1)
## sample from p(T1|A,Z,T2,X,N) and p(T2|A,Z,T1,X,N)
repeat{
## sample T1/(1+T1) and T2/(1+T2) from beta dists
T1.trans<-rbeta(1,shape1=sum(X*Z)+0.5,shape2=sum(Z)+0.5)
T2.trans<-rbeta(1,shape1=sum(X)-sum(X*Z)+0.5,shape2=N[i-1]
-sum(Z)+0.5)
## back transform to T1 and T2
T1[i]<-T1.trans/(1-T1.trans)
T2[i]<-T2.trans/(1-T2.trans)
## keep T1<T2
if(T1[i]<T2[i])
break
}
## sample from p(N|A,T1,T2,Z,X)
## make sure N.new >=w.tau
repeat {
N.new<-rnbinom(1,mu=N[i-1],size=Metropolis.stdev.N)
if(N.new>w.tau-1)
break
}
## calculate log(N.new!/(N.new-w.tau)!)
N3.new<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3.new[j+1]<-log(N.new-j)
}
N2.new<-sum(N3.new)
## calculate log(N[i-1]!/(N[i-1]-w.tau)!)
N3<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3[j+1]<-log(N[i-1]-j)
}
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N2<-sum(N3)
## calculate log of acceptance ratio
logr1<-log(N.new)+N2.new+N.new*log(A[i]*(1/(1+T1[i]))
+(1-A[i])*(1/(1+T2[i])))-log(N[i-1])-N2-N[i-1]*log(
A[i]*(1/(1+T1[i]))+(1-A[i])*(1/(1+T2[i])))+log(
dnbinom(N[i-1],mu=N.new,size=Metropolis.stdev.N))
-log(dnbinom(N.new,mu=N[i-1],size=
Metropolis.stdev.N))
## calculate acceptance ratio
r1<-exp(logr1)
## accept or reject the proposed value
if (runif(1)<min(r1,1)) {N[i]<-N.new ; a1<-a1+1}
else N[i]<-N[i-1]
## calculate deviance from current sample
## calculate log(N[i]!/(N[i]-w.tau)!)
N3.curr<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3.curr[j+1]<-log(N[i]-j)
}
N2.curr<-sum(N3.curr)
# calculate deviance
D.post[i]<-(-2)*(N2.curr+(N[i]-w.tau)*log(A[i]*(1/(1+
T1[i]))+(1-A[i])*(1/(1+T2[i])))+sum(freqdata[,2]
*log(A[i]*(1/(1+T1[i]))*(T1[i]/(1+T1[i]))^freqdata[,1]
+(1-A[i])*(1/(1+T2[i]))*(T2[i]/(1+T2[i]))^freqdata[,1]))
-sum(log(factorial(freqdata[,2]))))
}
### Step 4: model diagnostics
## 1) deviance at posterior mean
mean.A<-mean(A[(burn.in+1):iterations])
mean.T1<-mean(T1[(burn.in+1):iterations])
mean.T2<-mean(T2[(burn.in+1):iterations])
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mean.N<-mean(N[(burn.in+1):iterations])
## calculate log(mean.N!/(mean.N-w.tau)!)
N3.mean<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3.mean[j+1]<-log(mean.N-j)
}
N2.mean<-sum(N3.mean)
D.mean<-(-2)*(N2.curr+(mean.N-w.tau)*log(mean.A*(1/(1+mean.T1))
+(1-mean.A)*(1/(1+mean.T2)))+sum(freqdata[,2]*log(mean.A
*(1/(1+mean.T1))*(mean.T1/(1+mean.T1))^freqdata[,1]+(1
-mean.A)*(1/(1+mean.T2))*(mean.T2/(1+mean.T2))
^freqdata[,1]))-sum(log(factorial(freqdata[,2]))))
## 2) posterior mean and median deviances
mean.D<-mean(D.post[(burn.in+1):iterations])
median.D<-quantile(D.post[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
## 3) model complexity
p.D<-mean.D-D.mean
## 4) Deviance information criterion
DIC<-2*mean.D-D.mean
### Step 5: fitted values based on medians of the marginal
posteriors
median.A<-quantile(A[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
median.T1<-quantile(T1[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
median.T2<-quantile(T2[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
median.N<-quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
fits<-rep(0,tau)
for (k in 1:tau){
fits[k]<-(median.N)*(median.A*dgeom(k,prob=1/(1
+median.T1))+(1-median.A)*dgeom(k,prob=1/(1
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+median.T2)))
}
fitted.values<-data.frame(cbind(j=seq(1,tau),fits,count=
freqdata[,2]))
### Step 6: results
# this library is needed to use function export.eps
library(HH)
hist.points<-hist(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,breaks=
seq(w,max(N)+w-w.tau+1)-0.5)
results<-data.frame(
filename=filename,
w=w,
n=n,
NP.est.C=NP.est.n0+w,
tau=tau,
w.tau=w.tau,
n.tau=n.tau,
iterations=iterations,
burn.in=burn.in,
acceptance.rate.N=a1/iterations,
mode.N=hist.points$mids[which.max(hist.points$intensities)],
mean.N=mean(N[(burn.in+1):iterations])+w-w.tau,
median.N=quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,probs=.5,
names=F),
LCI.N=quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,probs=.025,
names=F),
UCI.N=quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,probs=.975,
names=F),
mean.D=mean.D,
median.D=median.D,
DIC
)
# print results and fitted values
print(t(results),quote=F)
print(fitted.values)
# output results and fitted values
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write.csv(t(results),filename.analysis,quote=F)
write.csv(fitted.values,filename.fits,quote=F)
# trace plot for C
# first thin values of C if there are more than 10,000
iterations
# must be a divisor of (iterations-burn.in)
iterations.trace<-min(10000,iterations-burn.in)
N.thin<-rep(0,iterations.trace)
for (k in 1:iterations.trace){
N.thin[k]<-N[k*((iterations-burn.in)/iterations.trace)]
}
# make trace plot
plot(1:iterations.trace,N.thin,xlab="",ylab="")
mtext("Iteration Number",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
mtext("Total Number of Species",2,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
export.eps(filename.trace)
# autocorrelation plot for C
my2.acf<-acf(N[(burn.in+1):iterations],type="correlation")
plot(my2.acf,main="",ylab="",xlab="")
mtext("Lag",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
mtext("ACF",2,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
export.eps(filename.AC)
# histogram of C with a bar for each discrete value
hist(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,breaks=seq(w,max(N[
(burn.in+1):iterations])+w-w.tau+1)-0.5,main="",xlab="",
col=’purple’,freq=F,ylab="")
mtext("Total Number of Species",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
box()
export.eps(filename.C)
# a histogram with # bars for each discrete value
hist(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,breaks=seq(w,max(N[
(burn.in+1):iterations])+w-w.tau+1,length=(max(N[
(burn.in+1):iterations])-w.tau+1)/bars+1)-0.5,main="",
xlab="",col=’purple’,freq=F,ylab="",xlim=c(w,quantile(N[
(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,probs=.975,names=F)))
mtext("Total Number of Species",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
box()
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export.eps(filename.Cbars)
6.12 Reference Prior for the Two-mixed Geo-
metric Model
###
### R script
### Mixture of 2 Geometrics (parameters N, T1, T2, A=alpha)
### reference prior for C
### uniform prior for alpha
### pi(T)=T^(-1/2)*(1+T)^(-1)
###
###
### Step 1: program specifications
# maximum frequency of the data to be analyzed
tau<-10
# number of burn in iterations
burn.in<-1000
# number of posterior samples
iterations<-50000
# tuning parameter for C, controls var of jumping dist
Metropolis.stdev.N<-4
# starting value, MLE of T1
Metropolis.start.T1<-0.5
# stdev for proposal dist for T1
Metropolis.stdev.T1<-0.6
# starting value, MLE of T2
Metropolis.start.T2<-7
# stdev for proposal dist for T2
Metropolis.stdev.T2<-0.6
# location of data
filename<-"C:/Documents and Settings/MyData.txt"
# width of bars in histogram for Cbars; must be an integer
bars<-3
## names of output files
# location of trace plot
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filename.trace<-"C:/MyData.trace.eps"
# location of autocorrelation plot
filename.AC<-"C:/MyData.AC.eps"
# location of posterior samples of C plot
filename.C<-"C:/MyData.C.eps"
# location of analysis file
filename.analysis<-"C:/MyData.analysis.txt"
# location of analysis file
filename.fits<-"C:/MyData.fits.txt"
### Step 2: format data
entrydata<-read.table(filename,col.names=c("frequency","count"))
rowdim<-dim(entrydata)[1]
fmaxdata<-entrydata[rowdim,1]
fullfreqdata<-cbind(seq(1,fmaxdata),rep(0,fmaxdata))
# make sure freqdata is frequency data with zeros
for (k in 1:fmaxdata){
for (m in 1:rowdim){
if (entrydata[m,1]==k) {fullfreqdata[k,2]<-entrydata[m,2];
break}
}
}
# calculate NP estimate of n0
w<-sum(fullfreqdata[,2])
n<-sum(fullfreqdata[,1]*fullfreqdata[,2])
NP.est.n0<-w/(1-fullfreqdata[1,2]/n)-w
# subset data below tau
freqdata<-fullfreqdata[1:tau,]
# calculate summary statistics
w.tau<-sum(freqdata[,2])
n.tau<-sum(freqdata[,1]*freqdata[,2])
### Step 3: calculate posterior
## initialization
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iterations<-iterations+burn.in
A<-rep(0,iterations)
T1<-rep(0,iterations)
T2<-rep(0,iterations)
N<-rep(0,iterations)
# to track acceptance rate of N
a1<-0
# starting value, nonparametric estimate of n0
N[1]<-ceiling(NP.est.n0)+w.tau
# starting value, MLE of T1
T1[1]<-Metropolis.start.T1
# starting value, MLE of T2
T2[1]<-Metropolis.start.T2
A[1]<-0.5
# storage for deviance replicates
D.post<-rep(0,iterations)
for (i in 2:iterations){
## sample from p(Z|A,T1,T2,X,N)
## create a new vector of length N[i-1]
Z<-rep(0,length=N[i-1])
## create a full data vector
X<-c(rep(0,N[i-1]-w.tau),rep(freqdata[,1],times=
freqdata[,2]))
## sample random bernoulli with appropriate success
prob for each Z[k]; do not allow for Z all zeros
or ones
for (k in 1:N[i-1]){
Z[k]<-rbinom(1,1,prob=A[i-1]*(1/(1+T1[i-1]))
*(T1[i-1]/(1+T1[i-1]))^X[k]/((A[i-1]*(1/(1+
T1[i-1]))*(T1[i-1]/(1+T1[i-1]))^X[k])+((1-A[i-1])
*(1/(1+T2[i-1]))*(T2[i-1]/(1+T2[i-1]))^X[k])))
}
## sample from p(A|Z,T1,T2,X,N)
## sample from beta dist
A[i]<-rbeta(1,shape1=sum(Z)+1,shape2=N[i-1]-sum(Z)+1)
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## sample from p(T1|A,Z,T2,X,N) and p(T2|A,Z,T1,X,N)
repeat{
## sample T1/(1+T1) and T2/(1+T2) from beta dists
T1.trans<-rbeta(1,shape1=sum(X*Z)+0.5,shape2=sum(Z)+0.5)
T2.trans<-rbeta(1,shape1=sum(X)-sum(X*Z)+0.5,shape2=
N[i-1]-sum(Z)+0.5)
## back transform to T1 and T2
T1[i]<-T1.trans/(1-T1.trans)
T2[i]<-T2.trans/(1-T2.trans)
## keep T1<T2
if(T1[i]<T2[i])
break
}
## sample from p(N|A,T1,T2,Z,X)
## make sure N.new >=w.tau
repeat {
N.new<-rnbinom(1,mu=N[i-1],size=Metropolis.stdev.N)
if(N.new>w.tau-1)
break
}
## calculate log(N.new!/(N.new-w.tau)!)
N3.new<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3.new[j+1]<-log(N.new-j)
}
N2.new<-sum(N3.new)
## calculate log(N[i-1]!/(N[i-1]-w.tau)!)
N3<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3[j+1]<-log(N[i-1]-j)
}
N2<-sum(N3)
## calculate log of acceptance ratio
logr1<-(-1/2)*log(N.new)+N2.new+N.new*log(A[i]*(1/(1+
T1[i]))+(1-A[i])*(1/(1+T2[i])))+(1/2)*log(N[i-1])-N2-
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N[i-1]*log(A[i]*(1/(1+T1[i]))+(1-A[i])*(1/(1+T2[i])))
+log(dnbinom(N[i-1],mu=N.new,size=Metropolis.stdev.N))
-log(dnbinom(N.new,mu=N[i-1],size=Metropolis.stdev.N))
## calculate acceptance ratio
r1<-exp(logr1)
## accept or reject the proposed value
if (runif(1)<min(r1,1)) {N[i]<-N.new ; a1<-a1+1}
else N[i]<-N[i-1]
## calculate deviance from current sample
## calculate log(N[i]!/(N[i]-w.tau)!)
N3.curr<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3.curr[j+1]<-log(N[i]-j)
}
N2.curr<-sum(N3.curr)
# calculate deviance
D.post[i]<-(-2)*(N2.curr+(N[i]-w.tau)*log(A[i]*(1/(1+
T1[i]))+(1-A[i])*(1/(1+T2[i])))+sum(freqdata[,2]
*log(A[i]*(1/(1+T1[i]))*(T1[i]/(1+T1[i]))^freqdata[,1]
+(1-A[i])*(1/(1+T2[i]))*(T2[i]/(1+T2[i]))^freqdata[,1]))
-sum(log(factorial(freqdata[,2]))))
}
### Step 4: model diagnostics
## 1) deviance at posterior mean
mean.A<-mean(A[(burn.in+1):iterations])
mean.T1<-mean(T1[(burn.in+1):iterations])
mean.T2<-mean(T2[(burn.in+1):iterations])
mean.N<-mean(N[(burn.in+1):iterations])
## calculate log(mean.N!/(mean.N-w.tau)!)
N3.mean<-rep(0,w.tau)
for (j in 0:(w.tau-1)){
N3.mean[j+1]<-log(mean.N-j)
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}N2.mean<-sum(N3.mean)
D.mean<-(-2)*(N2.curr+(mean.N-w.tau)*log(mean.A*(1/(1+mean.T1))
+(1-mean.A)*(1/(1+mean.T2)))+sum(freqdata[,2]*log(mean.A
*(1/(1+mean.T1))*(mean.T1/(1+mean.T1))^freqdata[,1]+(1
-mean.A)*(1/(1+mean.T2))*(mean.T2/(1+mean.T2))
^freqdata[,1]))-sum(log(factorial(freqdata[,2]))))
## 2) posterior mean and median deviances
mean.D<-mean(D.post[(burn.in+1):iterations])
median.D<-quantile(D.post[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
## 3) model complexity
p.D<-mean.D-D.mean
## 4) Deviance information criterion
DIC<-2*mean.D-D.mean
### Step 5: fitted values based on medians of the marginal
posteriors
median.A<-quantile(A[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
median.T1<-quantile(T1[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
median.T2<-quantile(T2[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
median.N<-quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations],probs=.5,
names=F)
fits<-rep(0,tau)
for (k in 1:tau){
fits[k]<-(median.N)*(median.A*dgeom(k,prob=1/(1
+median.T1))+(1-median.A)*dgeom(k,prob=1/(1+median.T2)))
}
fitted.values<-data.frame(cbind(j=seq(1,tau),fits,count=
freqdata[,2]))
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### Step 6: results
# this library is needed to use function export.eps
library(HH)
hist.points<-hist(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,breaks=
seq(w,max(N)+w-w.tau+1)-0.5)
results<-data.frame(
filename=filename,
w=w,
n=n,
NP.est.C=NP.est.n0+w,
tau=tau,
w.tau=w.tau,
n.tau=n.tau,
iterations=iterations,
burn.in=burn.in,
acceptance.rate.N=a1/iterations,
mode.N=hist.points$mids[which.max(hist.points$intensities)],
mean.N=mean(N[(burn.in+1):iterations])+w-w.tau,
median.N=quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,probs=.5,
names=F),
LCI.N=quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,probs=.025,
names=F),
UCI.N=quantile(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,probs=.975,
names=F),
mean.D=mean.D,
median.D=median.D,
DIC
)
# print results and fitted values
print(t(results),quote=F)
print(fitted.values)
# output results and fitted values
write.csv(t(results),filename.analysis,quote=F)
write.csv(fitted.values,filename.fits,quote=F)
# trace plot for C
# first thin values of C if there are more than 10,000
iterations
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# must be a divisor of (iterations-burn.in)
iterations.trace<-min(10000,iterations-burn.in)
N.thin<-rep(0,iterations.trace)
for (k in 1:iterations.trace){
N.thin[k]<-N[k*((iterations-burn.in)/iterations.trace)]
}
# make trace plot
plot(1:iterations.trace,N.thin,xlab="",ylab="")
mtext("Iteration Number",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
mtext("Total Number of Species",2,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
export.eps(filename.trace)
# autocorrelation plot for C
my2.acf<-acf(N[(burn.in+1):iterations],type="correlation")
plot(my2.acf,main="",ylab="",xlab="")
mtext("Lag",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
mtext("ACF",2,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
export.eps(filename.AC)
# histogram of C with a bar for each discrete value
hist(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,breaks=seq(w,max(N[
(burn.in+1):iterations])+w-w.tau+1)-0.5,main="",xlab="",
col=’purple’,freq=F,ylab="")
mtext("Total Number of Species",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
box()
export.eps(filename.C)
# a histogram with # bars for each discrete value
hist(N[(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,breaks=seq(w,max(N[
(burn.in+1):iterations])+w-w.tau+1,length=(max(N[
(burn.in+1):iterations])-w.tau+1)/bars+1)-0.5,main="",
xlab="",col=’purple’,freq=F,ylab="",xlim=c(w,quantile(N[
(burn.in+1):iterations]+w-w.tau,probs=.975,names=F)))
mtext("Total Number of Species",1,line=2.5,cex=1.5)
box()
export.eps(filename.Cbars)
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